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UNLV Runnin' Rebel 
Basketball 1979-80 
This is the official University of Nevada, Las Vegas Runnin' Rebel 
Illustrated basketball game program, published by the Department of Inter-
collegiate Athletics, UNLV. It will be printed 15 t imes during the 1979-80 
season. Printing is by M-R Printer s of Las Vegas; TUCA Productions of Las 
Vegas is the exclusive advertising representative for all the 1979-80 UNLV 
Athletic Programs. 
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UNL V General Information Women 's Track Coach 
HALFTIME/Intermission is 15 minutes for all 
home games. 
UNIFORMS/Home: White Jersey, with black and 
scarlet trim. 
GAME BALL/Wilson 1202 Jet. 
TICKET PRICES/All seats are reserved in the 
Convention Center, $7.00. 
TICKET SCALPING/City regulations regarding 
the "scalping" of UNLV basketball game tickets 
will be strictly enforced. (Scalping - selling a ticket 
for more than its face value.) 
LOST & FOUND/Anyone losing or finding any 
items should contact the security office outside of 
section 11 of the Rotunda. 
TIPOFF TIME/All Rebel varsity games tipoff at 
8:05pm. 
LIGHT SHOW/Pre-game special lighting effects 
designed by Art Rader. 
P.A. ANNOUNCER/Mr. Dick Calvert 
UK . I,F,O NA II U G CHUt ,\ U , 
l lNL\ r t•rc~lch:nt 
Athletic Staff 
Athletic Director 
Bill Ireland, (702) 739-3483 
Assistant Athletic Director-
Business 
Roger Barnson, 739-3480 
Assistant Athletic Director-
Development 
Wayne Pearson, 739-3614 
Coordinator, Booster Activities 
Dave Pearl, 739-3614 
Sports Information Director 
Dominic Clark, 739-3207 
Assistant Sports Information 
Director 
Linda Lehman, 739-3207 
Ticket Manager 
Sherman Bennett, 739-3678 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Dale Rudd, 739-3380 
Assistant Athletic Trainer 
Jeannie Powers, 739-3158 
Events Coordinator 
Kenny Reed, 739-3484 
Academic Advisor 
Jacqueline Newton, 739-3673 
Equipment Manager 
Floyd Browning, 739-3154 
Assistant Equipment Manager 
Dale Pruett, 739-3154 
Head Baseball Coach 
Fred Dallimore, 739-3499 
Assistant Baseball Coach 
Jack Pryor. 739-3499 
Head Basketball Coach 
Jerry Tarkanian, 739-3295 
Assistant Basketball Coaches 
Rex Hughes 
George McQuarn, 739-3234 
Ralph Readout, 739-3234 
Jim Long, 739-3244 
Join Us After The Game 
ForA 
Runnin' Rebel 
Steak Special 
$2.95 
In The Cascade Terrace· 
HOTEL & CASINO 
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Head Football Coach 
Tony Knap, 739-3400 
Assistant Football Coaches 
Rich Abajian, 739,3156 
Steve Buratto, 739-3452 
Tom Cruickshank, 739-3466 
Doug Filan, 739-3156 
Doug Johnson, 739-3156 
John Lowry, 739-3156 
Roy Shivers, 739-3456 
Scott Schuhmann, 739-3452 
Golf Coach 
Chub Drakulich, 739-3289 
Soccer Coach 
Vince Hart, 739-3483 
Swimming Coach 
Wesley Mock, 739-3636 
Tennis Coach 
Fred Albrecht, 739-3621 
Track Coach 
AI McDaniels, 739-3256 
Assistant Track Coach 
Thurban Warrick, 739-3256 
Wrestling Coach 
Dennis Finfrock, 739-3762 
Women's Basketball Coach 
Dan Ayala , 739-3151 
Assistant Women 's Basketball Coach 
Donna Wick, 739-3151 
Women 's Cross Country Coach 
Bonnie Rannald, 739-3256 
Women 's Softball Coach 
Gena Borda, 739-3480 
Women's Tennis Coach 
Tina Kunzer, 739-3480 
Bonnie Rannald, 739-3256 
Women 's Volleyball Coach 
Gena Borda, 739-3480 
Women 's Swimming Coach 
Wesley Mock, 739-3636 
UNLV Photographer 
Serge McCabe, 739-3581 
Athletic Business Management 
Assistant 
Charlotte Summers, 739-3480 
Secretary to the Athletic Director 
Sue Cahlan. 739-3483 
Department Secretary 
Gloria Castleberry. 739-3480 
Football Secretaries 
Suzette Cox. 739·3400 
Corrine Parson, 739·3400 
Basketball Secretary 
Carol Forsythe. 739-3244 
Basketball Secretary 
Sue Barnsworth. 739-3244 
Ticket Office Secretary 
Le Riggle, 739-3678 
Fundraising Secretary 
Shirley Blackburn, 739-3614 
Band Director 
Chuck Lee, 739-3332 
Faculty Athletic Representative 
Dr. Robert E. Glennen 
Athletic Council 
Richard Harp, Chairman 
Charles Rasmussen 
Kathleen Lyons 
Joe McCullough 
Andry Fry 
Dan Campbell. Student 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
TRANSMISSION SPECIALISTS 
• 
AAMCO AUTOMATIC TIANSMISSIONS 
LAS VEGAS LINKAMERICARD 
1323 S. Main St. 
384-9284 
3430 E. Sahara 
457-1616 
rhe University Rebels Club 
There is not a stronger, nor more influen-
al group supporting a college athletic pro-
:am that UNLV's own Diversity Rebels 
lub. Growing right along with the program 
ter the past 22 years, the URC continues to 
~ the driving force behind booster support 
or the 23-sport UNL V intercollegiate 
;hletic program. The membership roles con-
nue to grow daily as the group becomes one 
' the most prominent in the entire inter-
>llegiate athletic world in the United States. 
This past spring, the URC culminated its 
:eatest fund-raising drive ever, bringing in 
.rer $1 million for the third straight year to 
1pport the grant-in-aid program for the 
~arly 500 athletes involved in the Rebel pro-
;am. This total once again is one of the very 
>p in the entire nation, especially for schools 
ithout large endowment funds and lengthy 
>ts of graduates over many decades. 
The honorary list of UNL V alumni is one of 
1e largest as the record drive indicates all 
1e thousands of Rebel supporters there are 
a the metropolitan Las Vegas valley. The P 
DAVEY PEARL 
Eiec:utive Director 
& P boys who continue to ramrod the 
organization and the administrative duties of 
the URC are Davey Pearl and Dr. Wayne 
Pearson. 
Pearl, the energetic little fireball who could 
just about be able to talk President Carter in-
to giving the Rebels the White House for 
some function, is the coordinator of Booster 
Activities for UNLV and the executive direc-
tor of the URC. The reputable Dr. Pearson is 
UNL V's assistant athletic director for 
development. 
The officers of the organization are Edie 
Kraemer, President; Dick Koeb, Vice Presi-
dent; Susan Molasky, Vice-President; Bill 
Morris , Secretary; and George Fox, 
Treasurer. 
In addition to the officers, Pearl and Pear-
son, current members of the Board of 
Trustees for the URC are: Al Gasho, Ken 
Gragson, Dr. James Jones, Michael Mack, 
Luba Perkins Eads, Jack Petitti, and Curtis 
Watson. 
The board of Trustees meets on a monthly 
basis. 
And, then there are t he visiting honorary 
alumni like " Dr." Frank Sinatra, who has ar-
ranged, directed, and performed at the Rebel 
Club's "Thank You" concerts for donors the 
past five years. 
In addition, Las Vegas Wayne Newton put 
on a concert in April of 1978 which raised the 
funds to start the UNL V marching Show-
band of the Stars. 
All of these events have SOLD OUT the 
7,500-seat Aladdin Hotel's Theatre for the 
Performing Arts. 
The URC and the P & P boys are so well-
known and well-respected nationally the an-
nual National College Fundraiser convention 
has been held in Las Vegas for the past two 
years is expected to return in the summer of 
1980 as well. 
The URC office is open daily, Monday 
through Friday, in the UNLV Paul McDer-
mott Physical Education Complex or by call-
ing 739-3614. Shirley Blackburn is again the 
secretary for the UNL V fundraising office. 
BILL MORRIS 
URC Secrelary 
L979-80 UNL V Athletic Donors 
A-1 Roofing & Insulation; David Ab-
atangelo; Dr. Charles Abdo; Fred 
•berle; Able Check Cashing Co.-David 
iordon; Jerry Abney 's Mobile Home 
:how; Mr. & Mrs. Dave Ackerman; 
•cme Electric; Frarik & Wendy Adams; 
>r. Joel Adler; Adventure Travel; 
tobert & Barbara Agonia; Don Aikin; 
l.irlines Travel & Tours; George 
llderete; Phil Alexander-Lighting Sales 
:orp. of Nevada; Wayne & Ann 
llexander-Globe Realty; 
ill State Tours; Al Allen; Dr. Richard L. 
~lien ; Jerry Allred; Wade Allred-
iunland Motors; Ann & Bill Alsup; 
>scar Alterwitz-Walker Furniture; 
\.merican-Nevada Corporation ; 
\.merican Printing Co.; American Tour 
l. Travel; Dr. Stanley Ames; Alan 
\.ndersen; Andy Anderson; Anderson 
)airy; Don Anderson. 
Ed Anderson; Mrs. Ewalt P. Ander-
IOn, Jr.; Nancy Anderson & Gail Kelly; 
)r. Paul Anderson; Paul & Amy Ander-
IOn; Paul A. Anderson; Robert P. Ander-
aon; Tom Anderson; Walter E. Ander-
IOn; Alan Andrews; Dottie Andriola; 
fames Andrus; Aniello Insurance Agen-
:y; David Antonetti; Mike Antonio-
.Vrong Daddy 's; Apodaca Hayduk 
:...andscaping; Larry Apple; Mr.& Mrs. 
Rene ' Arceneaux; Ardan Jewelers & 
Distributors; Dr. Thomas Armour; John 
E. Armstrong; Russell Armstrong; 
Wayne Artus; Jerry Ashby; Renny 
Ashleman; Ashley's Boat Shop; Fred 
Atiyeh; Atlantic Pacific Financial-G. N. 
Pelletier; David Atwell; John Ayoub; 
Aztec Industrial Bearing & Supply; K. 
Bachenheimer; Leland & Sandy Backus; 
Dr. Donald Baepler; Ernest Baer; Gil & 
Donna Baker; Robert Balch. 
Pattie Baldwin; Stan Baldwin; Dr. R. 
W. Balin ; Denny Ball ; Bally 
Distributing Co.; Bank of Nevada; 
Donald Barclay; Dr. James Barger; 
DiWiatt E . & Joyce Barker; WilliamS. 
Barker; Dennis & Jeanne Barton; 
Widtsoe Bastian; Joe & Kristine 
Bauman; Morris Beal-Beal's Royal 
Glass & Mirror; Dr. Dennis & Merrilu 
Bealick; Larry & Shirley Beasley; 
Thomas Beatty: Bill Becker-Children's 
Bootery; Ernest A. Becker; Mr. & Mrs. 
Pete Becker; W. Bruce Beckley; Pat & 
Liz Beckwith; Dr. R. Bedotto, Jr. ; 
Robert Belcastro; Richard Belding; 
Charles R. Bell, Sr.; Irwin I. & Eleanor 
S. Bell; Lloyd Bell-Torman Vegas, Inc; 
Ray Bell; Rex Bell; Tom Bell; Bell & 
Young, Ltd. ; Jimmy & Barbara Belt; J . 
C. S. Bench Advertising; Mr. & Mrs. 
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Sherman Bennett; Mike Bergemeyer; 
Bert & Jo Ellen Bergen; Ralph & Brenda 
Berger; David & Bonnie Berkowitz; 
Harvey Berry; Lucky & Lynn Bessent. 
Arden Bicker; Herb Bid-
dulph & Bob Herry; Jack Biegger-
Sahara Datsun; Bigelow Holding Co.; 
Jim Bilbray; Bingo Palace; Paul Eins-
tein; Pete & Nayda Birrell; Fred Black; 
Bill & Shirley Blackburn; Robert Blair-
Dick Blair Realty; Mr. & Mrs. J. A. 
Blasco; James Blasco; Joseph Blasco; 
Sam Blazek; Brian L. Block; Gill 
Blonsley; Robert J. Blum Productions; 
Jerry L. Blut: B'nai B 'rith-Nate Mack 
Lodge; Randy Boesch; George Boman-
Clark County Wholesale; Bonanza 
Beverage Co.; Leo F. Borns; Don Bor-
sack; Boulevard Trophy & Engraving-
Ed Luboff; Dr. & Mrs. Frederick 
Boulware; Dr. John Bowers; Richard 
Bowler; Tom Bowler; Mrs. Robert 
Bowman; Dr. & Mrs. H. L. Boyer; John 
Boyer; Dr. Sidney Boyers; Charles & 
Nancy Boyle; Gary Boyter-Shifty 's 
Cocktail Lounge; Bradley Building 
Specialties-Tom Bradley. 
Gary Bradley; Ira Bradshaw; William 
L. & Barbara J . Brady; Brandom Con-
continued on page 12 
Consolidated Realty 
Good-Living Projects 
Willowtree condominiums 
Washington and the Expressway 
Peppertree condominiums 
Sunset and Mountain Vista 
Greentree condominiums 
Spencer and University 
Heritage Place homes 
foothills of Black Mountain 
Pecos Village apartments 
Washington and Pecos 
COn.)OLIDilTED 
=tEilLT'! 
1 700 E. c:Bsert Inn Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 891 09 
732-7282 
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UNLV Runnin' 
Rebel Assistants 
GEORGE MC QUARN 
(Long Beach State) 
REX HUGHES 
(Pepperdine Univers ity) 
BILLGENIAN 
(Cal State, Hayward) 
DENNIS HODGES 
(Humboldt State) 
• 
Home 
"Rock ·n Roll 
Heaven·· 
"Hey 
Showtioat'' 
He's the guy that gets 
attention, a lot of flash 
and that extra pizazz 
that makes him stand out from 
the rest. The Showboat hotel has 
that same flair. The Showboat 
stands out among all the other 
fine Las Vegas establishments 
because of its friendly 
attitude, dedication to service 
and 24 hour fun. 
When you're looking for 
good times, remember 
the Showboat hotel 
and bowling center. 
Las vegas' 
Showboat 
1979-80 UNLV Runnin' Rebels 
FRONT ROW: Freddie Thompson, Darryel Mayes, 
Billy Hungrecker, Greg Goorjian (redshirt), Eric 
Gaines, Flintie Ray Williams, Brett Bales, Michael 
Loyd, Billy Cunningham, and manager Steve Parker. 
SECOND ROW: Volunteer coach Dennis Hodges, 
head coach Jerry Tarkanian, assistant coach George 
McQuarn, Tom Sawyer, Michael Burns, Richard Box, 
Wayne Washington, Sidney Green, Michael Johnson, 
Ed Pawlak, Larry Anderson, Darren Sackman, part-
time coach Bill Genian and assistant coach Rex 
Hughes. 
Your team scores high 
with us. 
Avis rates the University of Nevada Rebels right up 
there with the best of the college teams. 
We also score our low rent -a-car rates among the best 
for economy. Like our "Super Saver" See America Weekly 
Rates. And if you're traveling in Southern California 
there's our low Weekend Rates. ' 
For local information call (702) 739-5595 For out-of-
state reservations, call Toll Free (800) 331-1212. 
You'll find four convenient locations in Las Vegas to 
serve you: Las Vegas International Airport. Caesars 
Palace. Las Vegas Hilton. MGM Grand Hotel. 
AVIS 
~try harder~ 
Avis features GMcars.~ 
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JERRY 
TARKANIAN 
HEAD 
COACH 
UNLV Runnin' Rebel basketball has .come 
a long, long way in a relatively short time. It 
wouldn't have advanced to the NCAA finals 
and the NCAA playoffs and been rated in the 
top 20 three of the past five seasons along 
with winning the national scoring title three 
out of the last four years if it hadn't been for 
Jerry Tarkanian, the magician behind the 
UNLV basketball success story. 
Jerry Tarkanian is, after all, the winning-
est all-time major college basketball coach in 
America. After 11 seasons as a major college 
coach, Tarkanian has coached his teams to a 
265-52 record for a brillian .836 winning per-
centage. 
In six seasons as UNLV's head coach, 
Tarkanian has led the Runnin' Rebels to 
records of 20-6, 24-5, 29-2, 29-3, 20-8, and 
21-8. The goal of the players who were with 
Tarkanian his first four years with UNL V 
was to win 100 games, a goal they set for 
themselves as freshmen. When Eddie Owens, 
Glen Gondrezick,Lewis Brown,Robert Smith 
and Sam Smith left UNLV after the 1976-77 
season, their four-year total was 102-16, an 
amazing record for an astounding group of 
players. 
After six seasons in Las Vegas,Tarkanian's 
teams have compiled a record of 143-32. 
Last season, the final year of a two-year 
NCAA probation for the Runnin ' Rebels, 
UNL V finished with a 21-8 record which in-
cluded victories over Arizona, Maryland, San 
Francisco and Marquette. 
Prior to the start of the 1979-80 season, he 
was allowed three recruits and Tarkanian 
and his staff landed city players-of-the-year 
from New York City, Pittsburgh and Los 
Angeles. 
UNLV won the Western Regional Cham-
pionship during the 1976-77 season and 
finished with the third place trophy in the 
NCAA Finals in Atlanta, Georgia, in March 
of 1977. To get there, the Runnin ' Rebels 
established 14 NCAA single-game, single-
season and tournament records. In the play-
offs, UNLV defeated the University of San 
Francisco, 121-95, the University of Utah, 
88-83, and Idaho State, 107-90, to capture 
the Western Regionals. 
Then UNLV lost a heartbreaker, 84-83, to 
the University of North Carolina, but had the 
pride and poise to come back and defeat the 
University of North Carolina-Charlotte, 
106-94, for the consolation title of the 1977 
NCAA Finals. 
After that historic 1976-77 season, UNLV 
finished fourth in the final Associated Press 
poll, sixth in the United Press International 
poll and third in the Basketball Weekly poll. 
In 1975-76, UNLV won its first 23 games, 
ended at 29-2 with a lofty third place rating 
in the Associated Press poll. 
In NCAA playoffs, all under coach Tarkan-
ian, UNL V has a fine 7-3 record, or a 70 per-
cent winning margin. 
Winning is a fact of life to Jerry Tarkanian, 
on the court and off. In 21 years of coaching 
in the collegiate, high school, and junior col-
lege ranks, the 49-year old Runnin ' Rebel 
coach has known nothing but unparallelled 
success. 
In 11 seasons as a major college coach, his 
teams have appeared in seven NCAA post-
season tournaments in addition to his being 
the winningest college coach. 
What is equally amazing is that Tarkanian 
never lost a home game while coaching at 
Long Beach State prior to coming to UNLV 
in 1973. His 49er teams won 65 straight home 
games in the campus gym and Long Beach 
arena, culminating with a nationally tele-
vised impressive 77-66 victory over Mar-
quette in 1973. 
At UNL V, Tark's troops have been nearly 
as impressive with a 99-7 record in six sea-
sons in the Las Vegas Convention Center, in-
cluding a 72-game streak at one point, which 
is the longest in recent NCAA vintage. 
On Runnin ' Rebel game nights, the other-
wise stately convention hall is turned into a 
mass of theatrical light explosions which 
quickly work the crowd into a frenzy- that 's 
why a prominently-placed sign entreats visi-
tors with "Welcome to Tark's Shark Tank." 
The only two teams who dared to defeat 
the Runnin ' Rebels in the 1973-74 season at 
home were Texas Tech, 82-76, and the Uni-
versity of Houston, 75-72. The Runnin' 
Rebels avenged the Houston loss in 1976, 
beating the Cougars in the opening round of 
the Holiday Classic, 116-92. 
in 1977-78, the University of New Mexico 
snapped UNLV's 72-game win streak on Jan. 
7, 1978, with a 102-98 win and Portland State 
also trimmed the Runnin' Rebels by a 89-84 
score. 
Last season, three teams got out of Las 
Vegas as winners, Temple University, 89-79, 
New Mexico again, 102-99, and San Diego 
State, 94-91. 
Sellout crowds have been traditional at 
UNLV in the Tarkanian era. In the Rebels ' 
two seasons in the West Coast Athletic Con-
ference with Tarkanian, UNL V did not lose a 
home game in 14 nights. (UNLV has now 
withdrawn from the WCAC and has member-
ship pending final vote of the president's 
council to join the Western Athletic Confer-
ence.) In six seasons under Tarkanian, 
UNL V has compiled a road record of 39-23. 
In NCAA playoff action after the 1974-75 
regular season, the Rebels played a sub-
regional game on the campus of Arizona 
State, defeating San Diego State, 90-80. In 
the NCAA Regional tournament in Portland, 
Oregon, the Rebels were narrowly defeated 
by Arizona State, 84-81, but bounced back to 
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capture the consolation title by defeating a 
favored University of Montana team, 75-67. 
Following the 1975-76 regular season cam-
paign, the Runnin' Rebels emerged and de-
feated Boise State, 103-78, in a sub-regional 
game played on the campus of the University 
of Oregon in Eugene. Then the Runnin ' 
Rebels were knocked out of the race for the 
national championship, losing to the Univer-
sity of Arizona, 114-109, in overtime, at 
fabled Pauley Pavillion on the UCLA 
campus. 
Before Long Beach State, where Tark's 
coaching reputation first drew national 
acclaim, he spent seven seasons in the junior 
college ranks at Riverside and Pasadena City 
Colleges. At Riverside (1962-66), he had a 
131-9 overall record, which included three 
consecutive state championships and four 
league titles in five years. No other junior 
college coach in the history of California 
basketball has achieved those heights. At 
Pasadena (1966-68), Tarkanian was 67-4 and 
bagged a fourth state title while finishing in 
the runner-up spot his other year. 
An astonishing feature of his wins is that 
they have been accomplished at schools 
which had never previously won a basketball 
championship. Riverside was last in its con-
ference the previous year; Long Beach State 
had never won a championship; and UNL V 
had never finished higher than fourth in the 
WCAC. 
The outstanding coach started his coach-
ing career with five years in California high 
schools; San Joaquin Memorial, Antelope 
Valley and Redlands. 
Regarded as one of the great recruiters in 
the nation,"The Pied Piper of College Basket-
ball" landed for Long Beach State such 
nationally recognized superstars as Sam 
Robinson, George Trapp, Chick Terry, Ed 
Ratleff,Leonard Gray,and Roscoe Pondexter. 
In his first year at UNLV, Tarkanian may 
have recruited as well as he did during his en-
tire tenure at Long Beach State. 
As his winning tradition continues to grow, 
so does his reputation. Six years ago, Tar-
kanian brought three high school All-
America performers with him. They are 
Eddie Owens (Houston, Texas), Lewis Brown 
and Jackie Robinson(both from Los Angeles). 
Five years ago, he recruited Robert Smith 
(Los Angeles), four years ago he brought 
Sam Smith (Las Vegas) and Reggie Theus 
(Inglewood, California), three years ago he 
brought in all-star junior college center Larry 
Moffett (Gary, Indiana), two years ago Earl 
Evans came to Las Vegas from Port Arthur, 
Texas and last year another host of young 
talent included Richard Box (Riverside, CA) 
and Michael Burns (Las Vegas). 
This year, three more high school All-
America players have been added to the 
UNLV roster by Tarkanian in the 1979 New 
York CityPlayer-of-the-Year in Sidney Green, 
the 1979 Pittsburgh Player-of-the-Year in 
Larry Anderson and the 1978 Los Angeles 
Player-of-the-Y ear in Michael Johnson. 
Jerry Tarkanian, is a towel-chewing, nail-
biting, hard-working Armenian who came to 
Las Vegas with a commitment to excellence 
as his inspiring philosophy. He will settle for 
nothing less than excellence from his players, 
both on and off the court. In addition to a 
nationally-recognized basketball program for 
UNLV, Tarkanian has developed a tutorial 
(Continued on Page 11} 
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It's yours. 
The Sports Club. 
Great people. 
Action packed: 
Racquetball, Handball, 
Basketball, Squash, 
Swim, Gym, Paddle Tennis, 
Weight Room, 
Dance and Exercise Classes, 
Indoor and Outdoor Jogging Tracks, 
Spa, Massages, Restaurant and Bar. 
More. Much More. 
The best part? 
People just like you. 
Wanting to stay in shape 
the fun way ... 
by taking a piece of the action. 
10 
We'll 
give you 
apieee 
of the 
aetion 
I 
3025 Industrial Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
733-8999 
(Behind the Stardust) 
JERRY 
TARKANIAN 
(Continued from Page B) 
program for his players that has paid high 
dividends. 
UNL V attempts to emphasize equally the 
importance of academics and basketball to 
all student athletes. 
Evidence of his strong belief in academics 
was his selection as "Professor of the Year" 
in 1966 by Riverside County for his" guidance 
and care on and off the court of all the young 
men under his tutelage, as well as his family 
of four." 
Tarkanian's players have gone on to play 
in professional basketball. They include 
Chuck Terry (Houston Rockets) , Eric 
McWilliams(Houston Rockets),George Trapp 
(Detroit Pistons), Bob Rule (Cleveland Cava-
liers), Ed Ratleff (Houston Rockets), John Q. 
Trapp (Los Angeles Lakers), Glenn Mac-
Donald (Boston Celtics) and Leonard Gray 
(Seattle Supersonics). At UNLV, Ricky 
Sobers (Chicago Bulls), Glen Gondrezick 
(New York Knicks), Robert Smith (New 
Jersey Nets), Reggie Theus (Chicago Bulls), 
Larry Moffett (Houston Rockets), Eddie 
Owens (Buffalo Braves), Jackie Robinson 
(Seattle Supersonics), Sam Smith (Chicago 
Bulls), and Earl Evans (Detroit Pistons) have 
all played in the NBA. Sobers, Robert and 
Sam Smith, Theus, and Evans are still on 
active status. 
In six years as the UNLV head coach, 16 
players have been drafted by the NBA, in-
cluding at least one each year and a NCAA 
and pro-basketball record of six following the 
1976-77 season. 
An intense individual, Tark has coached in 
Ecuador for the People-to-People Sports 
Committee and in April and May of 1968, he 
coached the Junior College Olympic Team in 
the Olympics Trials. 
The 49-year old coach easily won the hearts 
of Las Vegas fans and the Los Angeles Times 
called him an " instant Las Vegas celebrity." 
A native of Euclid, Ohio, Tarkanian attend-
ed Pasadena City College before graduating 
from Fresno State in 1955. He received his 
Master's degree from Redlands University in 
1960. 
Tarkanian and his ever-active, and totally-
involved wife, Lois, reside with their four 
children- Pamela, Jodie, Danny and George-
in their sparkling Las Vegas home in the 
Charleston Heights area of town. 
With Tarkanian's tradition and colorful 
image, invitations for him to speak at clinics 
and banquets arrive almost daily. He will 
average nearly one per week during the off 
season, sending him virtually all over the 
country. 
Following the 1976-77 season, Tarkanian 
was selected by the Medalist Industry as the 
"College Coach of the Year." 
His first attempt at the movies has now 
been released and it is entitled, "The Fish 
that Saved Pittsburgh," and stars Dr. " J " 
Julius Irving and Tarkanian has a small part 
on film as well as having had a big part as a 
technical director behind the Lori-Mar pro-
duction. 
He is featured speaker for another season 
at the weekly meeting of the Rebel Quarter-
back Club and he again has his Sunday 
weekly television show which airs on KSHO 
TV, Channel 13. 
Las Vegas is one of the mo9t unique cities 
in the world, one which sees losers every day. 
Maybe that 's why they appreciate a man like 
Jerry Tarkanian even more. He's a winner. 
TarkanJan's Terrlfle Totals 
1962-63 1971-72 
Riverside City College Long Beach State 
32-3 26-4 
1963-64 1972-73 
'Rivers ide City Coll ege Long Beach State 
35-0 26-3 
1964-65 19 73-74 
• Rivers ide City College UNLV 
41-15 20-6 
1965-66 1974-75 
Rivers ide City College UNLV 
33-1 24-15 
1966-1967 1975-76 
Pasadena City College UNLV 
35-1 29-2 
1967-68 1976-77 
• Pasadena City Coll ege UNLV 
35-1 29-3 
1968-69 1977-78 
Long Beach State UNLV 
23-3 20-8 
1969-70 1978-79 
Long Beach State UNLV 
24-15 21-8 
TOTAL 
1970-71 W463 L 65 .877 
Long Beach State MNOR COLLEGE 
24-5 W 265 L 52 .836 
UNLV 
*Denotes California w 143 L 32 .817 
junior College Championship 
The Maxim·hotel and casino is an all-star 
crowd pleaser. our lineup includes top rated restaurants, 
finely appointed lounges, great shows and super casino thrills. 
so after the game make a fast break over to the Maxim 
for a post game party... • ... you'll be pleased you did. 
nn 
max~m 
HOTEL/CASINO 
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.tinued from page 4 
ruction Co.,; Mrs. Monty Brandt; 
chard S. Brandz; Don Brasher; Dr. 
ichael Braunstein; Gary Brennan-
·ennan's Ltd. ; Brennan's Ltd.-A. J . 
rmhart; John Brewer; Bob Briggs; 
lade Brinkerhoff; Robert Brinton; Bob 
:oadbent; Brooks Electric Co.-Bob 
~ooks; Robert & Cecilia Brooks; 
:large L. Brown Insurance Agency; 
lenn Brown Realty; James Brown; Jay 
~own ; Joe W. Brown; Ralph Brown; 
d Brown; Wayne J. Brown; Dr. 
.chard Browning; Carl Brunson-Aetna 
fe Insurance; Vincent Brut tomesso, 
., Vincent Bru ttome s so , 
·.-Brut tomesso Realty; Dr. Joseph D. 
ruzzese; Richard Bryan; James L. 
c1chanan; John Buchanan; Pam & John 
uchanan; Gil Buck Realty; Nellie 
unch; Mr. & Mrs. Keith Bunker; 
·m iam Bunn; John Buonantony-
evada Sports Bureau; Rod Burgess; 
ichael Burris-Burris Oil & Chemical 
J.; Tom Bushey Texaco. 
Shannon L. Bybee, Jr.; C & E Con-
ete; Caesars Palace; J . Forest Cahlan; 
i.l Neva Produce-Jerry Ushijima; Cal 
eva Produce-Ken Ushijima; Dave 
Caldwell-Davey 's Consessions; Califor-
nia Hotel & Casino; Dr. Rheen Call; Don-
na & Jerry Callahan; Ken Callahan-
Colwell Co.; Dr. James Callaway; Randy 
Calle '; Domingo Cambeiro; Dr. Bruce 
Cameron; Dr. Kirk V. Cammack; Bob 
Campbell; Dick & Carol Campbell; 
Harry Campbell; Ron & Phyllis Camp-
bell; Sylvia Cambell; Vaughan Cannon, 
Jr. ; Capri Mobile Park-Howard Thomp-
son; Dr. Leonard Carpi; Dr. William Car-
pi; 
Steve Carson; Steve & Linda 
Casey; Cash, Sullivan & Cross In-
surance; Casino Foods-Harry Vogel; 
Jack Cason; Pete Cason; Mr. & Mrs. Gil 
Cast illo; Charles Catt. 
Cattlemen's Steak House; Larry N. 
Causey-Causey Const ruction Co.; Ron J . 
Causey-Causey Construction Co.; Mrs. 
C. R. Cavanaugh; Dr. William Cavin; 
J im Chaisson ; Chateau Vegas 
Restaurant; Dow Chenoweth, Jr.; Gene 
& Dorrit Cherkas; Chicago Title Co.; 
Bernie Chippoletti; Frank & Mary 
Chmura; Carl & Janey Christensen; Dr. 
Don Christensen; Lonnie Christensen; 
Lora Dee Christensen ; M. J . 
Christensen; Paul Christensen; Vern 
Christensen; Doorn & Jeann Christian; 
Dr. T. W. Christiansen; Dr. 0 . H . 
JUST ONE WATCH IS EQUAL 
TO THE CHAMPIONSHIP PACE 
OF A. J. FOYT: ROLEX. 
Christoffersen; Dr. & Mrs. Glen Church; 
Churchill Downs Race Book; Mr. & Mrs. 
George Cichoski-Latter Day Book & 
Supply; Circo Resorts, Inc. ; Dwight 
Claar; Harry E. Claiborne; Claire's 
Flowers; Dr. Robert Clark; Patrick 
Clary; Forrest Clawson. 
John & Joan Clements; Bob Cline; 
Jack Close, R.P.T.; Mel Close; Clover 
Underwriters-Harry Brandise; Thomas 
H . Cochrane; Bob Coffin; Burton Cohen; 
Phil Cohen-Discount Slots; Gerald H. 
Cohn; Bruno Cok; Jerry D. Cole; Cole 
Travel Service-Mickey Cole Doug & 
Naomi Coleman; Dr. & Mrs. Alex Collet-
ti; Lamon Collins; Collins Brothers; Dr. 
Richard Colquitt; Don & Glady Combs; 
R. T. Compton; Bill Conaty; Thomas 
Conner; Tony Consentino; Mike Con-
way; Nelson Conway; Jack Coogan; 
Coors of 
Las Vegas; Copa Lounge; Mike & Nancy 
Corrigan; Manny Cortez; Mike Costello; 
D. D. Cotton; Coulter Mobile Homes; 
Marc Covert; 
Chet & Karla Cox; David Cox; Dr. Grant 
D. Cox; Cox Plumbing. 
Cragin & Pike Insurance Agency; Bob 
Crane-Tropicana Mobil ; Richard 
continued on page 15 
He lives-and thinks at speed. In NASCAR, and wo rldwi de . 
He's "Ki ng of the Brickyard " as three-t ime Indy wi nner ; 
in his raci ng wake are the Daytona 500, Le Mans and 
$2 mi llion in victory earnings. For A. J. there 's just one 
watch : his hand-c rafted Rolex Day- Date, an elegant , 
impregnable 30-jewel chronometer in 18kt. go ld with 
match ing President bracelet (1803 / 8385) . 
·q~--ti;Mm cptf· JEWELERS 
To A. J., who designs and builds his own ca rs, hand -
crafted performance is everythi ng . 
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II 856 E. SAHARA AVE. AND THE MEADOWS "SINCE 1939" 
The New 
Foster Grants 
are here! 
Come in and see the new 
collection of Foster Grant sun-
glasses- the world's most pop-
ular line. Get behind the 
pair you love the 
most - and expect 
a little envy! 
foster 
grant 
DRUG CENTERS 
HENDERSON STORE, 154 North Boulder Highway 
CHARLESTON PLAZA, 1800 E. Charleston Blvd. 
L.V. EXPRESSWAY & JONES, 268 North Jones 
FLAMINGO & BOULDER, 4730 East Flamingo Road 
BONANZA & RANCHO, 800 Rancho Drive 
NORTH LAS VEGAS, 2011 E. Lake Mead Blvd. 
SPANISH OAKS, 3550 W. Sahara Ave. 
FAMILY STORE 
MARYLAND PARKWAY, Desert Inn Road 
BEST 
WISHES 
REBELS 
Our 25th year 
Caring for Las Vegans 
nevadas ~arg6st 
department stores 
& 
super markets 
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continued from page 12 
Crawford; Dr. John Crear; Allan Creel 
Printing Co.; Mike Criss; 
Doug Crosby; Alex W. Cruden; Berkeley 
H. Curtis; John & Maria Curtis; Wendell 
Cutler; Richard 
Cutbirth; Cuzzen's Mens Store-Stan 
Fried; DB Enterprises-Donovan Burke; 
Doug Dailey; Bill Daley Masonry; Moe 
Dalitz; Sam D'Andrea; Chuck Darling; 
Jack & Helen Daseler; Frank Daven-
port; Mrs. Louise Davey; Dr. & Mrs. 
Joel Davidson; Gary R. Davis-Sage 
Realty; Davy's Locker, Larry & Barbara 
Dawson; Dean Roofing Co., Inc.; Charles 
Deaner; Syl DeGregorio; Arthur De-
Jack; Drake DeLanoy; Deloitte Haskins 
& Sells; DeLuca Liquor & Wine; Michael 
Dency; Bill Denney; Teresa Denning; 
David Dennis; Denton Electric Co.; Der-
by Turf Club. 
Ray Derryberry; Desert Construction, 
Inc.-John W. Harmon; Desert Construc-
tion, Inc.-Thomas C. Harmon; Desert 
Springs Hospital; George Deverell; Don 
& Esther Dexter; Bill Dickerson; Bob 
Dickerson; George Dickerson; Cal 
Diegel; Dr. John DiFiore; Bob Diggins; 
Anthony DiJohn; Neil Dille; Paul Dino 
Realty; Disposal Investment!'; Diane 
Dixon; Don Dodson; Betty Ham Dokter; 
Dr. Mark A. Dolginoff; Dr. Donald Dom-
browski; Mike Dooley; Jack Doty-
Boulder Auto Parts; Steve Douglas; Mr. 
& Mrs. Terry Downey; Dr. Robert 
Dreier; Roger & Nancy Drumm; A. J . 
Dubuc, Jr.; A. A. Pete Ducharme; R. 
Scott & Kathleen Dugan; Duke & 
Co.-Raymond Sigesmund; Edward Du-
mont; Gamal A. Dumont; Leo Dunbar, 
Jr. ; Dunes Hotel; Mark 0 . Dunn Real 
Estate Co.; Durable Developers; John 
Duran; Jerry Dye; E. C. R., Inc.; Mr. & 
Mrs. Melvin Eads; Dr. J. Lawrence Earl; 
Pete Eaton; Alvin & Dorothy Edelman; 
Vern Edmondson; Mrs. Bunny Ed-
wards; Dale Edwards Leasing; Kelly & 
Ann Edwards; Mike & Carolyne Ed-
wards; Kevin Efroymson; Sam & Joan 
Egdorf; Larry & Jan Eichler; Marv 
Einerwold-Turf Equipment; Dr. Roy 
Eklund & Dr. Robert Goudge; El Cortez 
Hotel; The Elbow Room; Eldorado Club; 
Gregory Eliades; Elks Helldorado; The 
Ellenburg Co.; Gerald B. Elliott; Frank 
Ellis-The Village Pub. 
Hugh Ellis; Chuck Elsner; Dr. Louis 
Emeterio; Karen Emigh; H. R. Eminger 
& Co.; Greg Empson; Jerry Engel-Elmer 
Fox & Co.; Phil Engel-Elmer Fox & Co.; 
Dillon England; Charles C. Englert-
Universal Plumbing & Heating Co.; 
Walt Epprecht; 
Dr. Franco Er-
culei; Blake Esauk-Holiday Marine; 
Escape Travel-Len Yelinek; Dr. Chet 
Eskey-Payne, Eskey Orthopaedics, Inc. ; 
Isabel Espinoza; Bernard F. Eubank; 
Darell Eubanks; Richard Eurich; Dr. 
James Evans; Robert Evans-The Shoe 
Tree; Don Fair; Mickey Falba; Joe 
Fallon; Dr. Leonard Faustina; Richard 
Favero; Dr. Harold Feikes; Dr._& Mrs. 
Bernard H. Feldman; Walt Felgar; Lee 
Ferstman; Enessy Ficklin; Royce 
Ficklin; Fidelity Realty Co.; Bob 
Fielden. 
Jackie Fields; Ed Fike; George Filling; 
Cliff Findlay; Pete Findlay; Pete 
Findlay Olds; Fred Fink; Dr. Joseph 
Fink; First American Title; First Na-
tional Bank of Nevada; First Western 
Savings Association; Dr. Barry L. 
Fisher; Herald Fisher; Flamingo Hilton; 
Flamingo Realty-Madison Graves II; 
Dr. Patrick Flanagan; Jim & Alice 
Fleckenstein; Mr. & Mrs. H. J. Fleig; Dr. 
Steve Fleming; Ben Flippin-Flippin 
Realty; Joe Foley; Dr. Hugh Follmer; 
Lilly & Wing Fong; D. B. Ford In-
surance Adjusters; Tommy & Janette 
Ford; Duane Foremaster; Liz 
continued on page 35 
Cragin S Pike ... giving 
Nevada what it needs 
in insurance for over 
seventy years. 
Cragin 8 Pike 
INSURANCE 
Servi"9 :i\@!rufaSince 1909 
320 S. THIRD ST. 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101 
382-llll 
15 
16 
See You 
after the game 
AT THE 
Chuck lagan 
Buff at 
at the 
HOTEL ~ 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
in the 
ELDORADO ROOM 
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DATE 
197 9 
Nov. 19 
Nov.30 
Dec. 7 
Dec. 8 
Dec. 10 
Dec. 21 
Dec. 22 
Dec. 28 
Dec. 29 
Dec. 31 
1 980 
Jan. 10 
Jan. ll 
Jan. 14 
Jan. 17 
Jan. 19 
Jan. 21 
Jan . 25 
Jan. 26 
Jan. 28 
Jan. 31 
Feb. 2 
Feb. 5 
Feb. 7 
Feb. 13 
Feb. 14 
Feb. 17 
Feb. 22 
Feb. 23 
Feb. 27 
Mar. 6-
Mar. 9 
Mar. 13-
Mar. 16 
Mar. 22 
Mar. 23 
Mar. 24 
1979-80 
Runnin' Rebel 
Sehedule 
UNLV OPPONENT OPP LOC./ATT. 
87 Poland National Team 71 4,500 
75 Pan American University 77 6,380 Sellout 
70 Univ. of Nevada, Reno 58 6,380 Sellout 
89 Idaho State 74 6,255 
73 University of Tulsa 70 3,501 
4th Annual 
REBEL ROUND-UP 
UNLV, Montana, Texas A&M 
North Texas State 
18th Annual Las Vegas, NV 
HOLIDAY CLASSIC 
UNLV, Loyola-Marymount, 
Weber State, Michigan State 
University of Utah Las Vegas, NV 
University of Hawaii Las Vegas, NV 
San Diego State Las Vegas, NV 
University of Utah Salt Lake City, 
UTAH 
Seton Hall Madison Square 
Garden, NY 
Oklahoma City University Oklahoma City, 
OKLAHOMA 
Univ. of Nevada, Reno Reno, NV 
Univ. of Texas, El Paso Las Vegas, NV 
University of New Mexico Las Vegas, NV 
Colorado State University Fort Collins,CO 
Oklahoma City University Las Vegas, NV 
U. S . International Las Vegas, NV 
San Diego State San Diego, CA 
University of Hawaii Honolulu, m 
University of Wyoming Las Vegas, NV 
Colorado State University Las Vegas, NV 
University of Kentucky Las Vegas, NV 
(National TV-NBC) 
University of New Mexico Albuquerque, 
NEW MEXICO 
U~versity of Texas, El Paso El Paso, TX 
University of Wyoming Laramie, WY 
NCAA First Round TBA 
NCAA Regionals TBA 
NCAA Finals Indianapolls,IN 
Market Square 
Home G a mes -8:05 pm Las Vegas Coaveatloa Center 
HEAD COACH: 
Jerry Tarkanian 
ASSISTANT COACHES: 
George McQuarn 
Rex Hughes 
PART-TIME COACH: 
Bill Genian 
VOLUNTEER COACH: 
Dennis Hodges 
MANAGER: 
Steve Parker 
1979-80 UNLV Runnin' Rebels 
NO. NAME 
3 Eric Gaines 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~HOMETOWN (High School) 
G 6-3 185 JR 21 Los Angeles, CA (Dorsey) 
4 •FUntie Ray Williams 
5 BUly Cunningham 
G 6-3 195 SR 23 Los Angeles, CA (Dorsey) 
G 6-4 192 JR 22 Harvey, IL (Thornrtdge) 
10 Michael Loyd 
12 Darryel Mayes 
14 •Richard Box 
15 • Brett Bales 
21 Sidney Green 
22 Larry Anderson 
23 •Michael Burns 
32 BUly Hungrecker 
33 Ed Pawlak 
34 MichaelJohnson 
35 Tom Sawyer 
4 2 Darren Sackmann 
44 Wayne Washington 
G 5-10 160 SO 20 Los An~eles, CA (Dorsey) 
G 6-2 187 FR 18 Portland, OR (Benson) 
F 6-6 190 SO 20 Riverside, CA (North) 
G 6-2 178 SO 20 Overland Park, KS (Shawnee North) 
F 6-9 202 FR 19 Brooklyn, NY (Thomas Jefferson) 
F 6-6 175 FR 19 Pittsburgh, PA (Schenley) 
F 6-7 182 SO 20 Las Vegas (Chaparral) 
G 6-3 184 SR 24 Highlands, NJ (Henry Hudson) 
C 6-7 200 SO 19 Addison, IL (Glenbard North) 
C 6-8 240 SO 19 Los Angeles, CA (Crenshaw) 
F 6-8 190 SR 26 Lima, OH (Lima Senior) 
F 6-4 190 JR 20 Tacoma, WA (Washington) 
C 6-7 207 JR 21 Everett, WA (Muir-CA) 
HEAD COACH: Jerry Tarkanian (Seventh year, W 143 L 32) 
ASSISTANT COACHES: George McQuarn, Rex H ughes 
P ART-TIME COACH: BUI Genian 
VOLUNTEER COACH: Dennis Hodges 
• Indicates Letters Earned STUDENT MANAGER : Steve P arker 
• 
Get on a 
• 
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES SALUTES 
Ill IHiV IIHH~H~ llllil 
YOU SHOULD SEE US NOW. 
We really move our tail for you. 
CONTINENTAL AIRUNES e 
The Pwud Bm.l \O.Ith the Gulden liul. 
1 8 
Rebel Roundup 
Visiting Coaches 
SHELBY METCALF 
Texas A & M 
BILL BLAKELEY 
North Texas Sta te 
AM 
MIKE MONTGOMERY 
U. of Montana 
19 
VOLKSWAGEN 
Authorized Dealer For 
PCJRSCHE 
AUDI 
PORSCHE 928 
PORSCHE924 
TURBO 
~ ~~ 
VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT 
" SERVING LAS VEGAS SINCE 1957" 
SUNLAND 457-3014 
MOTORS 3131 EAST FREMONT 
4th Rebel RounduP- OpP.onent Information 
DR. JARVIS MILLER 
A & M President 
DR. RICHARD C. BOWERS 
Montana President 
DR. FRANK E. VANDIVER 
North Texas St. President 
Texas A & M University 
College Station, Texas 
AGGIE FACTS 
President: Dr. Jarvis Miller 
Head Coach: Shelby Metcalf 
Sports Information: Spec Gammon 
Athletic Director: Marvin Tate 
Enrollment: 32,000 
Nickname: Aggies 
Conference: Southwest 
1978-79 Record: 24-9 
Series History: A & M leads, 2-0 
School Colors: Maroon & White 
University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana 
GRIZZLY FACTS 
President: Dr. Richard C. Bowers 
Head Coach: Mike Montgomery 
Sports Information: Dave Guffey 
Athletic Director: Harley Lewis 
Enrollment: 8,376 
Nickname: Grizzlies 
Conference: Big Sky 
1978-79 Record: 14-13 
Series History: UNLV leads, 1-0 
School Colors: Copper, Silver & Gold 
North Texas State University 
Denton, Texas 
MEAN GREEN FACTS 
President: Dr. Frank E. Vandiver 
Head Coach: Bill Blakeley 
Sports Information: Fred Graham 
Athletic Director: Andy Everest 
Enrollment: 17,500 
Nickname: Mean Green I Eagles 
Conference: Independent 
1978-79 Record: 11-16 
Series History: Tied, 1-1 
School Colors: Green and White 
20 
MARVIN TATE 
A & M Athletic Director 
HARLEY LEWIS 
Montana Athletic Director 
ANDY EVEREST 
North Texas St. Athletic Director 
21 
~ Renaissance 
center 
Tropicana and Eastern 
~ Renaissance 
Office Park 
Tropicana and Eastern 
Skaggs/ Alpha Beta 
Supercenter 
Now leasing. 
55,~00 sq. ft. of shops. Five pads. 
For Information call: 384-4488. 
~'Moving the business center of gravity 
m Las Vegas." 
209·000 sq. ft. of professional offices. 
40~0-8000 sq. ft. office buildings 
available for purchase. 
For information call: 384_4488_ 
This contemporary, split-level shopping 
?enter with a courtyard atmosphere, 
Ideally located across from UN LV, is a 
cen~er of campus activity. 
For Information call: 384-4488. 
An intimate, adult-living complex next 
?oo.r to. UNLV. Its garden atmosphere 
IS highlighted by a pool with sundeck 
and _cabana and lush landscaping. 
For Information call: 732-0407. 
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Meet The Runnin' Rebels 
LARRY ANDERSON 
6-6, 175, F R 
Pittsburgh, p A 15 BRETT BALES 6-2, 178, so Overland Park, KS 
Have Another Great Year, Rebels I 
. 
--
--=;ELECTRIC~ 
~~ 
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Meet The Runnin' Rebels 
RICHARD BOX 14 6-6 , 190, so Riverside, CA 23 MICHAEL B U R NS 6-7 , 182, so Las Vegas, NV 5 BILLY CUNNINGHA!tl 6-4 , 192, JR Harvey, IL 
$6.95 ROCKY SENNES' 
THE 
Show& JLDWOR 
2drinks ~ of LD 
Showtimes: 
lOpm & 12:30 am (Mon.-Fri.) 
8pm. lOpm & !2:30am (Sat.) 
Reservations: 732-2411 
97¢ COMPLETE DELUXE 
24 HR. BREAKFAST 
$1.97 LUNCHEON BUFFET 
$2.87 GOURMET DINNER BUFFET 
Z4 
Bingo, Win up to 
$12,500.00 
For As Little As 20¢ On Regular Games. 
Biggest Prizes Ever 
Offered Daily in Las Vegas! 
HOLIDAY 
tASINO 
CENTER STRIP 
BETWE.fN SANDS & FLAMINGO HOTELS 
• MemberFOIC 
YOU'RE SPECIAl~ 
us. 
m FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
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ERIC GAINES 3 6-3, 185, JR Los Angeles, CA 
Meet The Runnin' Rebels 
21 SIDNEY GREEN 6-9, 202, FR Brooklyn, NY 
27 
32 BILLYHUNGRECKER 6-3, 184, SR Highlands, NJ 
Meet The Runnin' Rebels 
34 ~IICHAEL JOHNSON 6-8, 240, so 10 
~IICHAEL LOYD 
5-10 , 160, so 
Los Angeles, CA Los Angeles, CA 
WHAT A WAY TO LIVE! 
The A.G . Spanos name is associated with exceptional working 
environments and luxurious apartment communities . And now. 
Spanos has brought the two together on one of the ci ty· s most 
coveted locations. the corner oi Sahara and M aryland Parkwav . 
Sahara Executive Center fills the \"ita! need to leave congested 
downtown areas for open. airy su rrounding~ . The amenities 
include verdant landscaping. atrium c0urts. professional 
decorating, abundant free parking and much more. 
And, just a step away. Ceda r Springs and De~e rt Spri ng~ 
enhance you r lifes tyle with beautiful apartment~ offering 
swimming, tennis . saunas and a graciou~ recreation room with 
pocket bill iards, ping-pong and a fully-equipped exercise room . 
Have it all with A.G. Spano~ - work and pia\" . What a 
way to li\"e . 
SAHARA EXECUTIVE CENTER~~ 
1785 E. SAHARA AVE-ruu 
A .G. Spanos Properties (702 ) 736-4962 
28 
12 DARRYEL ~lA YES 6-2 , 187 , FR Portland, OR 
Is the man who sells you lumber 
as important as the lumber you buy? 
You bet he is! 
So look for the best - a real Lumber Man. 
• 
Choose him because he knows wood. He 
understands your building problems and 
needs ... everything about building your 
home. Choose a Home Lumber man. You'll 
get answers you can depend on. 
Do they know tools and building supplies, 
too? You betchal At Home, we know you 
have to learn everything involved with 
building, if you do lumber business the 
Here at Home, we've got the finest grouf.l of 
genuine Lumber Men in these parts ... who talk 
plain and straight - and can deliver what they 
promise. Why, most of 'em cut their eyeteeth on 
the wood business! We'd put their know-how up 
against anybody else's. 
right way. 
The best lumber yard makes the better buys. So 
you always get better quality, more value from a 
full-time, experienced, honest-to-goodness 
Lumber Man. Like a Home Lumber man. 
Come on in today and let's talk. 
We can help. 
TWO WAYS TO GO TO COURT. 
In the last 20 years a lot of things have changed 
about basketball. 
Including shoes. 
You don't have to settle for those old black and 
white canvas hi-tops any more. 
Today more and more players are going to court 
wearing Nikes. Just look at the playgrounds, colleges 
and the NBA 
Take the Nike Franchise up there in the picture. 
Uppers of fine grain leather. Soles with a specially 
designed pattern for quick stops and sharp cuts. Light. 
Comfortable. And built to give extra support where 
you need it most. 
Try the Franchise. 
Or take your pick of our Blazer and Bruin 
models. 
Nike basketball shoes. 
They're made to beat 
the competition. 
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Meet The Runnin' Rebels 
33 ED PAWLAK 6-7, 200, so Addison, IL 42 DARREN SACKMAN 6-4, 190, JR Tacoma, WA 
The most talked about men's stores in Las Vegas. 
Fine quality, large selections and personalized 
service is our only way of doing business. 
At STEVE GORDON'S you get the best for what the 
best must cost. And not a penny more. 
THE BOULEVARD MALL 
3576 South Maryland Parkway 
Las Vegas . Nevada 89109 
Phone (702) 732-8810 
3 LOCATIONS 
AT THE AIRPORT 
McCarran International Airport 
Las Vegas , Nevada 89111 
Phone (702) 739-6061 
31 
35 TOM SAWYER 6-8, 190, SR Lima, OH 
TROPICANA HOTEL 
3801 Las Vegas Blvd. South 
Las Vegas , Nevada 89109 
Phone (702) 739-7866 
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Meet The Runnin' Rebels 
FREDDIE THOMPSON 
6-4, 175, so 
Las Vegas, NV 44 WATNE WASHINGTON 6-7, 207 , JR Everett, WA 4 ~~~RAT WILLIAMS 6-3 195, SR Lo~ Anl(eles, CA 
24·Hour Ba~~i~~ 
most convenient way to a . 
As a Nevada National Bank custom! er, 
Nevada Nat1ona 
yvou cca~r~s(~X~~~mericard) , Courtesy 
1sa d Wonder Check Cashing Car or ten of 
d t complete as many as 
Car o I banking transactions. 
the most po~ud~r it at you r con-~;~iJno~e~~nytime of the day or 
. ht seven days a week. n1g . . 
Here 's all the~u~s pt~r~10~~~f~~~~tY~a-
card, key In Y our card and follow 
.....,. tion number or Y . hich will 
the simple Instructions w 
appear on the televiSIOn screen. 
ank with Nevada National. 
If ydouhb n't used 24-hour banking , 
an ave · here you ~~~~o~f ay~~~g~~;~;~~e~tly bank with Nev~da National , 24-hour bankmg 
could be a reason why you shou ld. 
24-hour banking is available at al l 
Nevada National offices In Reno, as 
Sparks. Carson City and Las Veg . 
Pie you serve Doing more for the peo . b t 
is what today's bankmg IS all a ou . 
game 
plan 
:l3 
at the Eldorado Casino, 
Downtown Henderson. 
t 24 hours a day 89¢ Rebel B~oster Breakfas 
(Free with f~1s ad) 
All New Casmol. hted Parking Acres of Free, JQ 
350 Slots 
Kids Arcade 
Gift Shop 
350-seat Bingo Parlor 
ELDORADO 
CASINO 
DOWNTOWN ·HENDERSON 
1979-80 UNL V Athletic Donors 
continued from page 15 
Forernaster; Robert & Betty Foster; 
Four Queens Hotel & Casino; Four 
Square Construction Co.; Mr. & Mrs. 
Abe Fox; Framing Associates-Jim Dix-
on; Ed Frank-Strip Check Cashing Ser-
vice; Brock Fraser; Hugh Fraser. 
Robert & Lois Freeman; Rex Frehner; 
Fremont Hotel; Fremont West Shopp-
ing Center; Stu Friedlander; Friendly 
Ford; Denny Frook; Keith Fulton; Stan 
Fulton; John Fusch; James & Jackie 
Gallo; Roy & Nancy Galyean; Garnes of 
Nevada; Bruce Garnett; James Garnett; 
Mark Garnett; Tony Gamez; Wayne 
Gammon; Al Garbian; Garrett's 
Furniture-Arne Rosencrantz; Alan 
Garth; Philip Garth; Vince Garth, Jr.; 
Vince Garth, Sr.; Gene Garvin; Jerry 
Garvin; Gary's Discount Liquors; Al & 
Nancy Gasho; Gaudin Ford-Don Acker-
man; Duke Gavin; Roger Gehring & D. 
Miller; General Concrete-Dick Stewart; 
Gene's Distributing; Bert Genstel; Gerr-
inger Carpet Service, Inc.; Dr. Phillip & 
Elizabeth Getscher; Louie Geyer; Dr. N. 
Ghahrernan; Dr. Elias Ghanem; Gail 
Gibson. 
Gigar Sales Agency; Merle Gile; Reva 
& Hank Giles; Douglas E. Gilkey; Bill 
' / 
" / 
" I 
'\ \ I 
\ I 
\} 
----
' 
' "\ 
\ 
Gilley: Howard & Shirley Gipson; John 
Gledhill; Ken Glicken; Marilyn & Marv 
Glovinsky; Jim & Sharon Glynn; Golden 
Gate Hotel; Golden Goose Casino; 
Golden Nugget; Golden Steer-Joe Klud-
jian; Dan Goldfarb; Dr. Robert & Nancy 
Goldman; Ted Golern; Mr. & Mrs. Galen 
Good; Don Goodman; Dr. Jordan Good-
man; Max Goot; Gordon Realty-Mike 
Gordon; Steve Gordon-Merchant of 
Vegas, Inc.; Dr. & Mrs. William F. Gor-
don; Eugene Gorlick; Goussak & Raben; 
Grace Corporation; Andrew J . Graf; 
Ken Gragson; Oran Gragson; John 
Grandi; Alexander Grant & Co.; Art 
Grant; Edward & Marlene Grant; Steve 
Graupensperger; Gray Line Tours of 
Nevada; Conway Grayson; David 
Greenspun; Mr. & Mrs. Hank 
Greenspun. 
Toy Gregory; Dr. Francis P. Grenn; 
Greyhound Exposition Services; Dr. 
Darwyn Grierson; Dr. Duane Grierson; 
Griffin Investigations; Robert Grossan-
Western Auto Store; Gilbert Grove-
Grove, Inc.; Keith Grover; Joseph & 
Corinne Guercio; Larry Guilbault; Ber-
nie Gutierrez; Judge Addeliar D. Guy; 
Al Guzman; Hacienda Hotel; Mike Had-
dad; Joe Hagan; C. Bill & Ruth Haines; 
Mike Halarnka; Chuck Hale; Don Haley; 
Richard Hall; Dr. Dan Halseth; 
Art Ham III; Don Hamblin; 
Jerry Hamel; Torn Hamilton; Frank & 
Jaci Hamiter; Dr. Lonnie Harnmargren; 
J irn Hammer; Ron & J oanie Hammett; 
Jack Hanes; Dennis Haney; Hansen 
Plumbing & Heating; Jack Hapgood; 
Craig Harden-Harden Insurance; Max 
N. Harden-Harden Insurance; Eldon 
Hardy-Hardy's OK Tire; George Har-
mon; Melvyn Harmon; Lane & Judy 
Harriman; Brent Harrington; Harr-
ington Maintenance Co.; Harris, Kerr, 
Forster & Co.; Fred Harvey-Marina 
Hotel; Mr. & Mrs. William C. Harvey; 
Dr. William F . Harvey; Jinx Havas; 
Ralph Haven; Dale & Connie Hayes; 
John & Barbara Hayes. 
Leon Heaton: Chic Hecht; Donald 
Helm; Bruce Hendricks; A. G. Henry; 
Harold Henry; Jerry Herbst; Don Her-
man; David & Hope Hernandez; Senator 
Bill & Judith Hernstadt; Ron Hibberd; 
Hibbetts Management Corporation; Mr. 
& Mrs. Jimmy Hidalgo; Dr. Gerald Hig-
gins; Vern Highley; Jimmy Hill; Rosie 
Hinojos; The Hock Shop; Jay Hodapp; 
Bill Hofferd; Dr. Edward Hoffman; Holi-
continued on page 46 
Manufacturers of Everything in Nevada 
Gaming Supplies, Bee Card Distributor. 
Also Adult Home Games and Profes-
sional Home Poker Chips. 
GOOD LUCK REBELS 
From all qf us at. 
are still runnin' INCORPORATED 
Best Wishes From Las Vegas 
eANDTHE 
HoTEL !:'!a!!~S 
35 
"Gro~· inR Larger 
hy Sen ·ing Better" 
21 2 1 I N O USTRIAL RD . 
PHONE (702 J 384·2425 
Caesars Palace Hotel 
Las Vegas Hilton Hotel 
Open Everyday 9 a.m.-12 p.m. 
ALL ROADS LEAD TO 
Present your 
Rebel Ticket stub in the casino 
for 1 free drink. 
5255 BOULD ER HIGHWA Y LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89122 
TELEPHONE (702) 458-8810 
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Dr. AI Negratti: 
UNLV's New AD 
Dr. Al Negratti has been named the director of athletics 
at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
He will begin his assignment here on Jan. 1, succeeding 
Bill Ireland, who announced his retirement from ad-
ministration in June after serving in the top athletic post 
since 1973. 
For the past six years, Negratti has been athletic director 
at the University of CaUfomia, Santa Barbara. He has also 
served as basketball coach and later as athletic director at 
the University of Portland. 
"He is well known nationally and is particularly 
knowledgeable about intercollegiate athletics in the west," 
said UNL V President Leonard Goodall, who recommended 
his appointment to university regents Friday. "He is 
especially strong in intemal management and budget ad-
ministration, and is well regarded for his ability to work 
with alumni, boosters and other community groups." 
Goodall also cited Negratti's wide acquaintances in the 
west which should enhance the university's scheduling ac-
tivities as well as its relationships with the Western 
Athletic Conference. 
Negratti has served at the national level on NCAA com-
mittees, Goodall added, and said his contacts should be 
helpful in national promotional activities. 
"He understands the need for balance between 
academics and athletics," Goodall said. "I have talked to 
many people about him, and without exception, his ab-
solute integrity and his commitment to hard work are men-
tioned as outstanding characteristics." 
Negratti will be paid $37,000 per year, placing him in a 
range consistent with other athletic directors at WAC 
schools, Goodall said. 
After serving 10 years at Portland, Negratti became 
athletic director at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in 
Kings Point, NY before moving on to a similar post at the 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. 
His application for the position was accompanied by 
several letters of tribute from his colleagues through the 
years. 
Richard Perry, director of athletics at the University of 
Southern California, wrote: "I have known him as a coach, 
teacher, administrator and personal friend" and that his 
performance in each of these areas is viewed with great 
respect "by our many colleagues throughout the nation in 
as much as Al has always maintained high visibility within 
the profession." 
Another letter from Henry Raymonds, director of 
athletics at Marquette University, said: "Dr. Al has a great 
deal of integrity, is firm but fair, has a thorough 
knowledge of NCAA rules, and is highly qualified in Title 
IX requirements." 
Dr. Vernon Cheadle, the former chancellor of the 
University of California, Santa Barbara, siad the program 
there under Negratti is "organized and run smartly and 
economically. He has done an excellent job. He is capable 
of handling any combination of such activities with tact, 
firmness and faimess ." 
Negratti and his wife, Alice, have six children, four 
daughters and two sons. 
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GREAT 
FOR 
NEVADA! 
The Runnin ' Rebels are great 
for Nevada. Their games 
bring people together as well 
as attract national prestige. 
We 're proud to support 
the team. 
Also great for Nevada are the 
customers of Home Savings. 
As their insured savings earn 
top interest, they also are 
supporting sound Nevada 
investments - project 
investments which benefit 
us all. 
When you save at Home 
Savings, you 're receiving 
top insured rates and doing 
great things for Nevada 
as well! 
Main Office: 499 S. Virginia St ., Reno. Ph: 786-7000 
LAS VEGAS OFFICES: 110 E. Flamingo Rd ., 
2683 S Maryland Parkway, 228 S. 4th St., 3726 E. Flamingo Rd , 
2025 Civic Center Drive. Ph: 384-1371 
4th ANNUAL 
REBEL ROUNDUP 
.-------·TEXAS A & M (V) ------; 
December 21 7:00p.m. 
'-----NORTH TEXAS STATE (H)----_J 
CONSOLATION CHAMPIONSHIP 
December 22-6:00 p.m. December 22-9:00 p.m . 
.------U. OF MONTANA (V) ----~ 
December 21 9:00p.m. 
~-------UNLV(H)------~ 
Records, Results 
1978 
RESULTS: {Championship) UNLV 
79, Nebraska 63; {Consolation) 
Middle Tennessee St. 72, UC San-
ta Barbara 65; {First Round) 
Nebraska 75 , UC Santa Barbara 
55; UNLV 95, Middle Tennessee 
St. 83. 
ALL-STARS 
1978 
ALL TOURNAMENT : Greg 
Joyner , Middle Tennessee St .; An-
dre Smith , Nebraska; Matt 
Maderos, UC Santa Barbara ; Carl 
McPipe, Nebraska; Tony Smith , 
UNLV. MVP-Tony Smith , 
UNLV. 
1977 1977 
RESULTS: {Championship) UNLV ALL -TOURNAMENT: Regg ie 
85 , Iowa 84; {Consolation) Johnson , Tennessee; Earl Evans, 
Northwestern 93 , Tennessee 86; UNLV; Ronnie Lester, Iowa; Reg-
{First Round) Iowa 92, Tennessee gie Theus, UNLV; Tony Allen , 
86; UNLV 101 , Northwestern 95. Northwestern. MVP-Reggie 
1976 Theus, UNLV. 
ALL -TOURNAMENT: Roger 1976 
Phegley, Bradley; Cliff Johnson , RESULTS: {Championship) UNLV 
Oklahoma ; Glen Gondrezick , 100, Oklahoma 89; {Consolation) 
UNLV; Aaron Curry, Oklahoma; Murray State 83, Bradley 80; {First 
Eddie Owens, UNLV. MVP- - Round) Oklahoma 90, Bradley 70; 
Eddie Owens , UNLV. UNLV 104, Murray State 77. 
REBEL ROUNDUP RECORDS 
Individual Game 
Most Points : 
37, Tony Allen , Northwestern , 
1977 
. Most Field Goals: 
18, Tony Allen, Northwestern, 
1977, 1977 
Most Free Throws: 
8 , Reggie Theus, UNLV, 1977 
8, Willard Govain , UNLV, 1977 
Most Free Throw Attempts: 
11, Reggie Theus, UNLV, 1977 
i1, Woolard , Murray St. , 1976 
Most Rebounds : 
18, Johnson , Oklahoma, 1976 
Most Assists: 
11, Ronnie Lester, Lowa, 1977 
Most Steals: 
5 , Willard Govain , UNLV , 1977 
5, Reggie Theus, UNLV, 1977 
Most Blocked Shots : 
5, Robbie Robinson , UC Santa 
Barbara , 1978 
. Team Game 
Most Points: 
104, UNLV, 1976 
Fewest Points: 
55, UC Santa Barbara , 1978 
Most Points-Half: 
61 , UNLV, 1977 
Fewest Points-Half: 
28, Bradley , 1976 
28, UC Santa Barbara, 1978 
28, Nebraska , 1978 
Most Field Goals: 
44, Northwestern, 1977 
44, UNLV, 1976 
Fewest Field Goals: 
17, UC Santa Barbara , 1978 
Most Free Throws: 
27 , UNLV, 1978 
Fewest Free Throws Made : 
3 , Nebraska, 1978 
Most Free Throws Attempted: 
39, UNLV , 1976 
Fewest Free Throws Attempted : 
3, Nebraska , 1978 
Most Steals: 
15, UNLV, 1977 
Individual Tournament 
Most Points: 
59, Allen, Northwestern , 1977 
Most Field Goals: 
26, Allen , Northwestern, 1977 
Most Free Throws: 
13, Theus , UNLV, 1977 
Most Free Throws Attempted : 
17, Theus, UNLV, 1977 
Most Rebounds: 
34, Johnson , Oklahoma, 1976 
Team Tournament 
Most Points : 
204, UNLV, 1976 
Fewest Points: 
120, UC Santa Barbara , 1978 
Most Field Goals : 
82, UNLV, 1976 
Fewest Field Goals : 
43, UC Santa Barbara, 1978 
Most Free Throws: 
44, UNLV, 1978 
Fewest Free Throws Made : 
16, Nebraska , 1978 
Most Free Throws Attempted : 
68, UNLV, 1978 
Fewest Free Throws Attempted : 
30, Nebraska , 1978 
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THE REBELS ARE 
NUMBER1 
WITH US 
IMPERIAL 
MORTGAGE CORP. 
"The Professionals in Equity Financing" 
we Are The ones 
Real Estate Loans 
& Investments 
DEAN WILSON 
President 
VINCE FELCiAR 
General Manager 
AL MUELLER 
Executive Vice President 
DALE ANDERSON 
Administrative Vice President 
PHONE 
(702) 7!2·!15! 
410 E. Sahara Ave., Las vegas, Nevada 
Texas A & M University 
BOTIOM ROW {L-R): Rob Wright, Tyrone Ladson, Jay McHugh, Jeff Morrison, John Schlicher, David Britton, Bruce Sooter, Jim Vorlop, Mike 
Surman, Dave Goff. 
BACK ROW {L-R): George Teetes {ball boy), Jay Harris {trainer), Steve Sylestine, Roy Jones, Vernon Smith, Rudy Woods, Claude Riley, Rynn Wright, 
Lee Kleb, R. C. Buford, Mike Owen (Mgr.). 
1979-80 Aggie Roster 
NO.NAME POS. HT. wr. CL. HOMETOWN (High School) 
10 Tyrone Ladson G 6-1 170 Jr. New York (Canarsie) 
11 Bruce Sooter G 6-3 180 So. Welch, Okla. 
14 John Schlicher G 6-3 183 Sr. Fort Worth (Paschal) 
20 Robert Wright G 6-0 170 Jr. New York (George Washington) 
21 Jay McHigh G 6-3 165 Fr. Geneva, Ohio 
22 Dave Goff G 5-10 160 Sr. Homewood, Ill . 
23 Rudy Woods c 6-11 215 So. Bryan, Tex. 
24 Steve Sylestine G 6-5 180 Sr. Clear Lake, Tex. 
30 Dave Britton G 6-4 202 Sr. New York (Kennedy) 
31 Vernon Smith F 6-8 220 Jr. Dallas (Carter) 
34 Jim Vorlop G 6-0 170 Fr. Dallas (Carter) 
35 Rynn Wright F 6-6 210 Jr. Dallas (Roosevelt) 
41 R. C. Buford F 6-5 200 Fr. Wichita, Kans. (Collegiate) 
13 Claude Riley F 6-9 206 Fr. Crockett, Tex. 
HEAD COACH: Shelby MetcaU 
ASSISTANT COACHES: Bob Gobin, Barry Davis 
MANAGER: Mike Owen 
TRAINER: Jay Harris 
2466 DESERT INN ROAD 
LARGEST SELECTION OF LEVI'S IN NEVADA 
TheLOOKOFTODAYFORMEN, WOMEN, BOYS,GALS,KIDS 
CORNER OF EASTERN & DESERT INN 
735-3815 
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2} J7 
Nooa>re 
Stop clock 
for foul 
UNLV 
~ 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS FOULS FG 
3 GAINES 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
4 WILLIAMS 222222222222222 11111111111 _M3~ 
5 CUNNINGHAM 22222222222222~ rt'r1 111111111 12345 
10 LOYD ll a2222222222222 M 111111111 ~415) 
12 MAYES 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
14 BOX I4Q2222222222222 11111111111 13)2 3@' 
15 BALES 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
21 GREEN a~.i'~~~222222~ lP1 1111111 flt' l 2345 
22 ANDERSON I ~ 109222222222~ 4.'1 111111111 1 ~ 
23 BURNS 14 Z22222222222i2 tr1111111111 ~346 
32 HUNGRECKER 1a ~222222222222~' 11111111111 _m45 
33 PAWLAK t1 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
34 JOHNSON tl~ a~:ta2221~120 t1 1111111 1'Wl n!i34!)) 
35 SAWYER 222222222222222 11111111111 l2345 
42 SACKMAN 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
44 WASHINGTON 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
North Texas State University 
10 
12 
15 
25 
30 
32 
34 
42 
.... 
45 
52 
55 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS 
REYNARD 222222222222222 11111111111 
NEALY 222222222222222 11111111111 
VASHER 222222222222222 11111111111 
WILLIAMS 222222222222222 11111111111 
HICKS 222222222222222 11111111111 
WISE 222222222222222 11111111111 
GUON 222222222222222 11111111111 
MACALIK 222222222222222 11111111111 
HARDAWAY 222222222222222 11111111111 
TAYLOR 222222222222222 11111111111 
LYONS 222222222222222 11111111111 
ROBINSON 222222222222222 11111111111 
222222222222222 11111111111 
222222222222222 11111111111 
222222222222222 11111111111 
222222222222222 11111111111 
222222222222222 11111111111 
222222222222222 11111111111 
Block•ng T Khmcal foul 
Bedton subnitute 
-boUisdud 
!'r~ Stop clock for iump ball 
40 
FOULS FG 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
12345 
FT 
FT 
TP 
TP 
~7 Stop clock ,,ur~ or do not 
staf't dock 
The Fourth Annual Rebel Roundu~ 
-
Texas A & M University 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS FOULS FG FT TP 
10 LADSON 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
11 SOOTER 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
13 RILEY 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
14 SCHLICHER 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
20 WRIGHT 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
21 MCHUGH 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
22 GOFF 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
23 WOODS 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
24 SYLESTINE 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
30 BRITTON 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
31 SMITH 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
34 VORLOP 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
35 WRIGHT 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
41 BUFORD 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
University of Montana 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS FOULS FG FT TP 
10 EDWARDS 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
14 TAYLOR 1 ~22222222222222 1111\1111111 123~5 
20 MORRIS 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
22 CRUTCHER 222222222222222 11111111111 12349 
24 MCCAULEY 222222222222222 11111111111 j~345' 
30 CALER 222222222222222 11i11111111 12345 
32 STROEDER [122222222222222 .lf\111111111 l1 2345 
34 BRANDON 222222222222222 t1J1111111111 11'2345 
40 ZAN ON 1a~2222222222222 1111111111(1~ 12345 
42 KNIGHT 222222222222222 ro)111111111 lfl2345 
44 POPE 222222222222222 11111111111 1234~ 
50 GREEN .f')tt.J'l-' 1 Q22222222222222 11111111111 12345 
52 LARSEN 222222222222222 11111111111 1234~ 
54 JOHNSON 222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
222222222222222 11111111111 12345 
:~ ~ /~111•1 dribble 
3·HConch v•ol~tlon 
Bonu1 Slt.,.ttOn 
Tratelint - Uor second throw drop one •m) 
41 
•i 
KNEELING (L·R): Farmia Neely and Pat Hic:b. 
SITIING: Danny Wise, Chris Reynard, David Vasher, Sc:ott Eskridge, Art Williams and Mike Gaon. 
STANDING: Assistant c:oac:h Jim Moffitt, part-time c:oac:h Joe Moore, Michael Taylor, Ken Robinson, AI Williams, Tony Macalik, Billy 
Don Hardaway, Kenneth Lyons, assistant c:oac:h Jimmy Gales and head c:oac:h Bill Blakeley. 
1979-80 Mean Green Roster 
NO. NAME POS. HT. wr. CL. HOMETOWN 
10 Chris Reynard G 6-2 190 So. Slidell, Louisiana 
12 Furmia Nealy G 6-0 165 Fr. Fort Worth, Texas 
15 David Vasher G 6-3 175 So. Dallas, Texas 
25 AI Williams G-F 6-9 190 Sr. Memphis, Tennessee 
30 Pat Hicks G 6-1 180 Fr. Houston, Texas 
32 Danny Wise F 6-5 190 Sr. Houston, Texas 
34 Mike Guon F 6-6 210 So. Great Falls, Montana 
42 Tony Macalik c 6-8 200 Fr. Dallas, Texas 
44 Billy Don Hardaway F-C 6-7 220 So. Lubbock, Texas 
45 Michael Taylor F-C 6-7 205 Jr. Dallas, Texas 
52 Kenneth Lyons F 6-7 190 Fr. Fort Worth, Texas 
55 Ken Robinson c 6-8 230 Jr. Paris, Texas 
42 
3250 SIRIUS AVE. 
43 
• 1nc. 
COMPLETE SHOWROOM 
FOR ALL YOUR 
FLOORING 
NEEDS 
LAS VEGAS 
University of Montana 
BACK ROW (L·R): Assistant Coaches Stew Morrill and Scott Hollenbeck, Jim Caler, Derrick Pope, Marty Green, Dave Johnson, Craig 
Larsen, John Stroeder, Tim Knight, Rod Brandon, Brian Morris, Craig Zanon, Head Coach Mike Montgomery. 
FRONT ROW: Marc Glass, Richie Edwards, Blaine Taylor, Tim McCauley, Greg Crutcher, Manager Steve Robertson. 
NO. NAME 
10 Richie Edwards 
14 Blaine Taylor• • 
20 Brian Morris 
22 Greg Crutcher 
24 Tim McCauley• • 
30 Jim Caler 
32 John Stroeder• • • 
34 Rodrick Brandon • • 
40 Craig Zanon • 
42 Tim Knight 
44 Derrick Pope 
50 Martin Green • 
52 Craig Larsen 
54 Dave Johnson 
• Letters earned 
1979-80 Montana Roster 
POS. HT. WT. CL. 
G 6-4 175 So. 
G 6-1 170 Jr. 
G-F 6-6 175 Fr. 
G-F 6-3 180 Jr. 
G 6-1 165 Sr. 
F 6-51/2 185 Fr. 
c 6-10 240 Sr. 
F 6-6 190 Jr. 
F 6-6 190 Jr. 
F 6-7 200 Jr. 
F 6-6 190 Fr. 
F 6-9 195 Jr. 
c 6-11 210 Fr. 
c 6-11 200 Fr. 
HEAD COACH: Mike Montgomery 
ASSISTANTS: Stew Morrill, Scott Hollenbeck 
44 
HOMETOWN 
Great Falls, Montana 
Missoula, Montana 
Missoula, Montana 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Sun Prairie, Wisconsin 
Lakewood, Colorado 
Port Townsend, Washington 
Norwalk, California 
Kalispell, Montana 
Riverside, California 
Aurora, Colorado 
Missoula, Montana 
Aurora, Colorado 
Rowland Heights, California 
GO RUNNIN' REBELS GO 
HERE'S SOMETHING TO CHEER ABOUT FROM 
La Mesa RV Center 
-
• ~.:==-=-; 
ii., • 
SPECIAL PURCHASE 
SAVINGS ON ALL 
'79 DELTA ULTRA VANS 
While they last, save big on all remaining 
'79 CHAMPION TRANS VAN 17', 19' and 21' 
models in stock ... All at unbelievable close 
out prices or take advantage of the special 
purchase savings on '79 DELTA ULTRA 
VANS. All were purchased far below market 
with fantastic savings passed on to yo_u. 
The CHAMPION TRANS VAN and the 
DELTA ULTRA VAN are the new breed of 
motor homes for today's lifestyle. They com-
bine the personality of a motor home with 
the spirit of a custom van. The roomy stand-
CLOSE OUT SAVINGS 
ON ALL '79 CHAMPION 
TRANS VANS 
up rear galley is great for fixing tailgate 
snacks and both have models that will seat 
up to ten passengers. The ULTRA VAN and 
the CHAM PION TRANS VAN are both equal-
ly at home at a tailgate party, running to the 
store or camping in the mountains. 
This year, catch the spirit of Runnin' Rebel 
Basketball in your new DELTA ULTRA VAN 
or CHAMPION TRANS VAN -See them to-
day at the world's largest motor home dealer 
- La Mesa R.V. Center. 
LA MESA RV CENTER 
AIR CONDITIONED MOTOR HOME SHOWROOM 
4631 South Industrial Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 
(702) 739-7 488 
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day Casino; Holiday Gifts; Ronnie 
Hollers; Dr. Michael Hollingshead; 
Somer Hollingsworth IV; Larry 
Hollstein; William L. Holst Ill; Ed 
Holton; Alexander Hornberger; Mike 
Hoover; Norman Horn; Horseshoe Club; 
AI Hoskins; House of Burton-Lee Bur-
ton; House of Lamps; Jack Houston; 
George T. Huber; Paul Hudak; Paul 
Huffey; Bob Huffman; Tom Hufstedler; 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Huntington; Richard 
Huntington; Rosemary Huntington. 
Hunt 's Tropicana Chevron; Sy 
Husney-Mr. Sy 's; William Hutfilz; Dr. 
Dale C. Hyer; Dr. & Mrs. Garnet Ice; 
Ideal Office Equipment-Ivan Eisenberg; 
Ideal Supply Co. , Inc.-Paul H. Smith; 
Ideas for Advertising; Don lglinski; Don 
Iglinski, Jr.; Imperial Carpet-Herb 
Laikin; Imperial Carpet-Paul Wolfsohn; 
Imperial Mortage Co.; Gene Ingram; Ir-
man Corporation; 
Lanny Irwin; Bob & Helen 
Jackson; Cecil R. Jackson; Dr. & Mrs. 
Ted Jacobs; Russell Jacoby; Morrie 
Jaeger ; Eddie Jaffe-The Flame 
Restaurant; Mara Leigh J affe-The 
Flame Restaurant; Richard Jameson; 
Earl J aramillo-Las Vegas Fertilizer; 
George Jaramillo-Las Vegas Fertilizer; 
Joe Jaramillo-Las Vegas Fertilizer; 
Norm Jenkins-Master Lease Plan; Bill 
Jensen. 
Linda Jensen; Mr. & Mrs. K. E. 
Jochim; Joe 's Bail Bonds; Charley 
Johnson; Dick Johnson; Don Johnson; 
Dr. Joseph Johnson; Mr. & Mrs. Larry 
Johnson; Robert J. Johnson; Tom 
Johnson; Bob Johnston; Alec Johnstone 
Insurance; R. Gardner Jolley; Burdette 
Jones-Family Shoe Store; Dr. David 
Jones; Herb Jones; Howard E . Jones; 
Dr. James Jones; Paul Jones; Dr. 
Reuben Jones; Dwight Jory; Frank Joy; 
Jim Joyce; Junior Mesquite Club; Dr. 
Jack Jurasky; Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Justus; 
KR Welding Supply Co.; Robert & Bar-
bara Kaempfer; George F . Kalb Con-
struction; Alwin B. Kallsen; Dennis 
Kanter-B. J . Leonard & Co. 
Dr. Gary Kantor; Norm Kaplan; Kap 
& Jane Kappelman; Chris Karamanos; 
Phillip R. Kashner; George Katz; Mike 
Katz; Jim & Sophie Katzman; Herb 
Kaufman; Jeff Kaufman & Rick 
Hargrave; Jim Kavinsky; Norman Kay; 
William F . Keairnes; Kellogg-Taylor 
Insurance Agency; Judge James Kelly; 
Dr. John Kelly; Ken Keltner; Keltner, 
Milam & Co., Ltd; Fred Kempf; William 
& Loreen Kendall, Fred Kennedy-Turf 
Equipment; James C. Kennedy; Gary 
Kent; Dr. Charles J. Kilduff; Rodney 
K. Killian; Mr. & Mrs. George Kincer; 
Bruce King; Charles King; Dr. Harry 
King; Kenneth M. King; Wayne & Anita 
King, Hilti, Inc. 
Kings III; Mike Kirch; Richard Kirk; 
Dr. Eugene Kirshbaum; Herman 
Kishner Trust-Irwin Kishner Co. 
Trustee; Jerry Kittay; Keith Kleven; 
Klondike Inn-John Woodrum; Herman 
R. Knoller; Dick & Evelyn Koeb; Frank 
Koempel; W. E. Koerwitz; Dr. Richard 
Kohlmeyer; LeRoy Kottum-Stadium 
Saloon; Edie Kraemer; Ken & Jenny 
Kraemer; Ralph Kraemer; Robert 
Krause & Bert D 'Armand; Wesley 
Krause; Mike Kroplin & Angelo Manzi; 
Sam Krug-All State Thrift; L & W, Inc.; 
Lady Luck Casino; Gerald & Sumi 
Laetz; George LaGrange-Home Lumber; 
Mrs. Harry Lahr; Dr. S. Joseph LaMan-
cusa; Henry Lamborn; Landmark Hotel; 
Lee & Carol Landreth; Larry Larkin-Big 
Town Plumbing; Larkin, Saltman In-
vestments; Larsen Electric Sign Co.; Dr. 
Don Larson; Bill LaRusso-The Flame 
Restaurant; Las Vegas Auto Truck 
Plaza. 
1979-80 UNL V Athletic Donors 
Las Vegas Bar Supply; Las Vegas 
Building Materials , Inc.-James R. 
Henderson; Las Vegas Club; Las Vegas 
Distributing Co.; Las Vegas Hilton; Las 
Vegas Review Journal; Joseph L. 
LaTour; Andy Laub; Mary Laub; Duane 
Laubach; Laventhol & Horwath; Diane 
& Jim Lawson; Senator Paul Laxalt; 
Bert Leavitt-Leavitt Insurance Agency; 
Mike Leavitt; Myron Leavitt; Dr. Raoul 
Leavitt; Allen Lee; Clark D. Lee In-
surance Agency, Inc.; Judge Robert 
Legakes; Dr. John Leitch; Mr. & Mrs. 
Hank Leitner; Richard & Mary J o 
Lescenski; Roy & Sally Levine; AI Levy-
Levy Realty; Sid Levy; Cal Lewis; Col-
onel Jack P. Libby; Marshall Lifson; 
Mark Line; Lionel, Sawyer & Collins; 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Lippold; Governor 
& Mrs. Robert List. 
Monte Littell; Dr. 
Ralph Litton; Jim Litwiller; Longley 
Construction Co.; Dorothy & Matt 
Lopreore; Neil & Helga Lott; Carl E. 
Lovell, Jr. ; Shelli Lowe; Stanley Lowe; 
Mrs. Carol Lubritz; Dr. Joel Lubritz; 
Fred & Lucille Lucas; Gene & Pat Lucas; 
Darrell D. Luce; William Ludlow; Dr. 
James Lum; Bob Luna; Art 
Lurie-World Liquors; Tony Lush; Jerry 
M. Lykins; Lyle B 's-Lyle Brennan; Anne 
Lynne; L. D. & Constance Lyons; Dr. 
Robert Lysgaard; D. B. MacBride; 
Angus & Phyllis MacEachren; Charles 
Mack; Michael Mack; 
Dr. A. J. & Onnie Magar; Cal Magleby; 
Tom Magner; Miss K. Maguinness; 
Main Lafrentz & Co., CPA's. 
Ray Maki; Bill Maley; Stanley Mallin; 
Tony Mancari; Jim Manuel; Dr. Fred 
Marasso; Jan & Ralph Marchbanks; Iz-
zy Marion; Walter Markiewicz; Ernie 
Marquiz; Jim Marsh-American Jeep, 
Inc. ; Ralph Martin; AI Mastenbrook; 
Gerald W. Mathis, CPA; M. Gene Mat-
teucci; Tom Matthews; Dr. & Mrs. M. E. 
Maule; Maxim Hotel; Clark & Kathy 
McAfee; Dr. J. K. McBeath; John 
McCandless-McCandless International; 
Homer L. McCollom; J . L. McCowan 
Drywall; E. R. McCoy; C. E . & Ruth 
McDaniel; Gerald M. McGarry; Ronald 
& Donna McGregor; Joseph P. McGurk; 
Vickie & Jim McGurk; Mike Mcinerney; 
Mcintosh Realty; McKesson Liquors; 
;Scott McKenzie; Bernie & Edith 
McMahon; Jim & Judy McMahon; Terry 
& Patricia McMelroy; Wallace D. 
McMillin; Joe McNamee. 
Dr. David McNelis; David D. Mead; 
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Ray Meade; Dr. Dwight 
Meierhenry; Joe & Judy Mello; Dr. 
David Mendenhall; Judge John Men-
doza; Merluzzi Dance Theatre-Armond 
& Christine Merluzzi; Thomas Messina; 
Kent W. Michaelson; John Midby & 
Associates; Andrew Mikulich; Frank 
Mikulich, Jr.; Frank Mikulich, Sr.; 
Sebastian S. Mikulich 
Charles Miles; Tom Milione; Ur. 
Edward Miller; Dr. Harvey S. Miller; 
Lou Miller-Camelot Leather Co., Inc.; 
Dr. Russell Miller; Pam Millisor; Ray 
Millisor; Bob Mills; Mills, Galliher, 
Lukens, Gibson & Schwartzer; Dr. Ivan 
Mindlin; Dr. Mark Minguey; Mint Hotel 
& Casino; Mirabelli & Associates; Phil 
Mirabelli; Wayne & Linda Miracle; Mark 
Miscevic. 
Rich Misdom; Steve Mleczko; Frank 
Modica; Gerald Moffit t; Bernie 
Mogstad; Charlie Mohler; Irwin 
Molasky-Paradise Development Co.; 
Steven Molasky-M & M Builders; Mr. & 
Mrs. Richard Moll; Dr. B. J. Molzen; 
Bob Monroe; Joe Monteiro; Jim Moody; 
Michael Moody; Barry Moore; Paul 
Moore-Boulevard Market ; Mary 
Moppets-Don Hamilton; Bob & Mary 
Morgan; Kenneth & June Morgan; Dick 
continued on page 50 
1545 North Eastern Ave. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
"The Quality Creative Printer" 
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Professionals in 
Residential Sales 
0 Re-sale 
0 New Homes 
0 Condominiums 
0 Townhouses 
Member: Las Vegas Board of Realtors 
Multiple Listing Service 
737-6996 
381 0 South Maryland Parkway 
Las Vegas, Nevada 891 09 
ARROW 
REDI•MIX 
7809 W. TROPICANA 
873·9713 
0 Commercial Brokerage 
0 Land 
0 Property Management 
0 Leasing 
0 Industrial 0 Shopping Centers 
0 Office Buildings 0 Apartments 
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Member: ICSC 0 BOMA 0 Nevada Apartment Association 0 
Las Vegas Board of Realtors 0 Nat1ona1 Assoc1a t1on of Realtors 
3 
Suite 805 , Valley Bank Plaza 
300 South Fourth Street 
Las Vegas, Nevada 891 01 
R&ally Hold1ngs Group Inc General Panner 
Behind 
The 
Scene 
DR. DONALD BAEPLER 
Chancellor 
ROGER BARNSON 
Asst. Athletic Dir., Business 
SHERMAN BENNE'IT 
Ticket Manager 
SHIRLEY BLACKBURN 
Fundraising Secretary 
FLOYD BROWNING 
Equipment Manager 
SUSAN CAHLAN 
Secretary, Athletic Dir. 
ULORIA CASTLEBERRY 
Department Secretary 
DOMINIC CLARK 
Sports Information Dir. 
SUl':E'ITE COX 
Football Secretary 
DENNIS FINFROCK 
Events Manager 
DR. ROBERT GLENNEN 
Faculty Representative 
DICK CALVERT 
P.A. Announcer 
BILL IRELAND 
Athletic Director 
CHUCK LEE 
Band Director 
~BiG POiNTS 
161.JLA..... 3l07 s-0011-1 
MAlo/LAND PARKWAy. "THE BRiGHT 
jE:Ul:NJ SUILDitJG JUST~~ OF 
CESER.T nttJ "RoAD·~ c)UNDAy 
7J-tR\J twu~roAy 7AMTD 1 AM· 
FRIDAY~ SATUR-DAy' ·2A- Ha.J~ 
737-0l.fJ+Q 
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... AND ALWA'7S A WiNNER 
BEFORE tf< AFTER lHE 
GAME/ 
·rre~oo! 
300 SOUTH 4-o:i sr. .tN iWE: 
VAU..CY BANK PLA'ZA-'DOW~N. 
OPE~ fti\O..rDA.Y 11-tR\J -FRIDAY 
b~3o AM lb 11 PM. TOO Go 
F-'ClWTY SE~VINGr B12EAtcFAST 
!c LU~C.H. PtVA\lAB\..c Fb2 P2/VA.TE 
PA~icc; sATuR.t>AY ~ suNDAy. 
382-2901_ 
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Morony; William & Vivienne Morris; Dr. 
R. Dougal Morrison; Mr. & Mrs. Bill 
Morse; Mike 
Mottus; Charles Mowery Chevron; Al 
Mueller-Imperial Mortgage Co.; Em-
mett Munley; Lew Musgrove-State 
Farm Insurance; Jan & Louis Musso; 
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Mutnick; Bob Myers; 
Dave Myers; Don Myers-Self Service 
Furniture; Mel Myers; Natalie Myers; 
Nick Naff; Dr. Nafees Nagy; Mr. & Mrs. 
James Nalley, Jr.; National Care of 
Nevada; National Home Services. 
Warren Navo; Nay Mechanical-Miles 
Nay; Naylor Realty; Neese Enterprises; 
Edward E. Nelson-Blyth Eastman 
Dillon; Dr. Erven Nelson; Howard 
Nelson; LeRoy Nenneman; Nevada 
Beverage Co.; Nevada Independents In-
surance Association; Nevada Liquor & 
Wine; Nevada National Bank; Nevada 
Ready Mix; Nevada Rebar Co.; Nevada 
Savings & Loan; Nevada Southern 
Escrow; Nevada Southern Title; Nevada 
Stamp Co.-Kathryn Crosby; Nevada 
State Bank; Nevada Title Co.; Mr. & 
Mrs. Conley Newby; Don Newman; Mr. 
& Mrs. Wayne Newton; Dr. Beverly 
Neyland; Dr. Lowell Niebaum; Robert & 
WEST 
5720 W. Charleston 
870-2121 [[7 Fam ily Dinner H our 5 tn 8 p.m .. 7 day~ a week dmnt.?r~ for childr~,.•n undt:'t I l. HALF PRICE 
Dolores Nielsen; Dr. & Mrs. Andrew R. 
Nixon; Walter V. Norwood; Chuck & 
Jane Nourse; Sherman Nugent; Jack 
Oakes; Hal Ober; Dr. David Oberkir-
cher; Bill & Sunny O'Brien; Bill Oerding. 
Charles Oliver; Olliver Insurance Ser-
vices; Brian Olsen; Robert Olson; 
O'Rourke Plumbing; Pat Orr; Shirley & 
Jim Orr, Jr.; Larry & Gwen Ortiz; Bob 
Ostermiller; Dick Ousley; L. L. Ousley; 
Ray Paglia; Larry Palcovic; Palm Mor-
tuary; Pete Pappas; Pardee Construc-
tion Co.; Russell Parissenti; R. G. Park 
Electric; Park Roofing; Dr. 
J uel A. Parker; Robert Parker; Roy Par-
rish; Shel Past; Patti, Inc.; Richard W. 
Paulin; Jesse Paulk; William Paull; Paul-
Son Dice & Card Co.; Dr. Hugo Paulson; 
E. T. Paulus; Tony Pavao; Dr. John 
Payne-Payne, Eskey Orthopaedics, Inc.; 
Robert M. Payne; Mr. & Mrs. Dave 
Pearlmutter; Wayne Pearson; Bill Pee-
cole; Robert N. Peccole; Dr. Michael 
Peikoff; J. C. Penney Co.; Pepsi Cola. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Perlowin; Louis 
Peter; Dennis Petersen; R. B. Petersen 
Construction Co.; Douglas L. Peterson; 
Maxine & David Peterson; Douglas & 
Sharon Petty; Larry Phippen; Dr. Sam 
Pick; Picnic 'N Chicken; James Pico; 
Robert Pidcock; Pierce Corporation; Mr. 
& Mrs. Sam Pink; Robert 0 . Pinneo; 
Donald Pintacura; Tony Pitch; Tony 
Pitch Travel Service; Tony Pitch Travel 
Service-In Memory of Jack Walsh; Plant 
World Nurseries-Jerry Harrison; Carl 
Plunkett; Mr. & Mrs. John Pokrzyk; 
Emil Polk Realty; Joseph & Jean Porro; 
Donald Pors; Port Tack & Starboard 
Tack; Dave Porter; Murray Posin; 
Rodney & Jean Poteete; Dr. James & 
Valerie Potter; Dave & Karen Powell. 
Sidney Powell; Gary Press; Dr. John I. 
Pretto; Mr. & Mrs. M. Ronald Proto; 
Francine Pulliam-Prestige Properties; 
Bert Purdue; Ron Purdy-Abby's Auto 
Wrecking; Richard Pursel; Tom Pursel; 
Mrs. Maria Quirk; Ted Quirk; Art & 
Vicki Rader; Rainbow Club; John 
Ramsey; George Randall; Jeffrey & Joy 
Rapp; Walter Rappaport; Marc Ratner; 
Bob Ray-Vegas Valley Electric; Jack & 
Hazel Ray; Ray & Ross Transports, 
Inc. ; Mr. & Mrs. Robert Reagan; Real 
Corporation; The Real Estate Broker; 
Rebel Britches-Bob Davis; Rod Reber; 
Franklin Reed; Ronald & Carolyn 
Reedom; Ralph & Jackie Reeley; Harry 
Reid; Larry Reid; Marjorie Reinert; 
Ronn Reiss; Rem Construction-Bob 
continued on page 54 
OPEN 24 HOURS 731-1050 
--\---EAST 
Naples Dr. 
732-3869 
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STEAKS LOBSTER PRIME RIB 
LOUNGE DISCO 
WHERE SANDS MEETS TWAIN ON PARADISE 
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I VISA~i [ __ :_j 
Behind 
The 
Scene 
J ACQUELINE NEWTON 
Academic Advisor 
KENNY REED 
Events Coordinator 
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TINA KUNZER 
Cheerleader Advisor 
DALLAS NORTON 
Administrative Aide 
LE RIGGLE 
Ticket Office Secretary 
LINDA LEHMAN 
Asst. Sports Information Dir. 
CORRINE PARSON 
Football Secretary 
RICH SPIRITOSANTO 
Student Asst., Sports Info. 
SERGE McCABE 
Head Photographer 
DR. WAYNE PEARSON 
Asst. Athl. Dir., Development 
CHARLOTTE SUMMERS 
Business Mgmt. Asst. 
MIKE MLYNARCZVK 
Head Statistician 
DALE PRUETT 
Asst. Equipment Mgr. 
JOHN TUDOR 
Advertising Director 
Save 
S2or 
$} 
WITH THIS COUPON-save $2.00 off 
the regular price of any large Pizza Hut® 
pizza or $1.00 off the regular price of 
any medium-sized pizza. 
Not good witti other discounts or coupons. One coupon per 
customer per visit 
Good at participating Pizza Hut® 
restaurants in Las Vegas & Henderson. 
Valid through March 31, 1980. 
884 N. Nellis Blvd. - 453-4041 
825 Rancho Rd. - 647-1555 
2536 E. Fremont - 382-2084 
2509 E. Lake Mead - 649-3333 
1234 Las Vegas Valley Dr. - 734-9701 
260 S. Decatur- 878-1771 
7000 W. Charleston- 878-0191 
4870 Boulder Hwy. - 451-1786 
3101 Las Vegas Blvd. N. - 643-3378 
4808 Maryland Pkwy.- 736-8029 
3001 W. Sahara- 876-6905 
3401 S. Jones- 873-4734 
Henderson- 308 N. Boulder Hwy. - 565-6646 
Save s2 or s1 
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INCORPORATED 
QERRINGER._:y 
CARPET SERVICE 
3900 WEST DESERT INN ROAD 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA - 89102 
TELEPHONE - - (702) 876-6333 
GO! REBELS 
* * * * * * * HOMES 
JACK P. LIBBY 
COL. ( RET. ) PH . 384 -6740 
913 EAST CHARLESTON BLVD . 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA- 89104 
3003 Paradise Road I 734-6888 
BRING YOUR REBEL TICKET STUB TO THE 
ALPINE VILLAGE INN RATHSKELLER 
AFTER THE GAME AND 
RECEIVE A FREE DRINK! 
"OFFER LIMITED TO ONE DRIN K PER CUSTOMER 
NIGHT OF G AME ONLY . 
2875 E. Charleston Blvd. 
Las Vegas 
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~tlillo 
Landscaping & Sprinkler 
. 
lllC. 
HYDRO-SEEDING • PLANTER CURBS 
SEE US FOR All PLANTING NEEDS 
v Sprinkler Systems -
Automatic & Manual 
v Patios & Driveways 
v Commercial & Residential 
v Clean-Ups 
v Sand Hauling 
1 876-4116 1 
" A NEVADA PIONEER SINCE 1954 " 
3 360 S. DECATUR BLVD . LAS VEGAS 
~ j?exolf PRODUCTS 
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS 
e FILM 
e GIFTS 
e GREEl'ING CA~D S 
e SU ND~ I ES 
e SUNG LA SS e VIT AM INS 
ONE OF NEVADA 'S LEADING 
COSMETIC RETAILERS 
ESTH LAUDER 
GERMAINE MONTEIL 
FRANCES DENNEY 
ELIZABETH ARDEN 
LAN COME 
BORGHESE 
GIVENCHY 
ULTIMA 
JEAN PATOU 
NINA RICCI 
ARAMI S 
PACO RABANNE 
KANON 
BRAGG I 
Russell S tover CANDIES 
S TRIP 
1 700 Las Vegas ·Blvd . South 
(702) 382 -1 733 
O PEN 2 4 HOURS 
COMM ERCIAL CENTER 
953 E. Sahara 
(702) 73 5-51 80 
OPEN 8 to 9 
estern Athletic Conference 
UNL V is scheduled to become an ac-
tive member of the Western Athletic 
Conference in July of 1980, pending final 
vote of the President's Council. During 
the 1979-80 academic and athletic year, 
the Rebels will continue to add more and 
more WAC opponents to its schedules. 
Currently in the WAC are Brigham 
Young University, Colorado State 
University, the University of Hawaii, 
the University of New Mexico, San 
Diego State University, the University 
of Texas-El Paso, the University of 
Utah, and the University of Wyoming. 
UNLV's addition to the league would 
bring the total number of schools to 
nine. 
During this year, the Rebel football 
team will play six of the current 
members, all but San Diego State and 
Brigham Young University. In basket-
ball, the Runnin' Rebels are scheduled to 
play home-and-home against all of the 
WAC members except BYU. 
The WAC is relatively young as in-
tercollegiate leagues go, but the 17-year 
old association has enjoyed solid suc-
cesses at every turn since its beginning 
in 1962. 
Any history of the WAC must start 
back in 1960 at the NCAA convention in 
New York City where a group of athletic 
directors first met. Next came a session 
in Portland, Oregon, which included the 
faculty representatives and shortly 
afterwards, a six team league was born, 
the constitution signed by the 
Presidents of the University of Arizona, 
Arizona State, Brigham Young, New 
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming on July 27, 
1962. 
TheW AC rose from the ashes of the 
old Border and Skyline leagues. U A and 
ASU were active in the Border Con-
ference, UNM left the Border ana joinea 
the Skyline where BYU, Utah, and 
Wyoming were holding forth. 
But the initial meeting of the WAC 
also included three schools who were be-
ing temporarily ostracized by what 
became the Pac-8-0regon, Oregon State 
and Washington State. By the time the 
Portland meeting rolled around, 
however, peace was being made on the 
West Coast and the WAC became strict-
ly a Rocky Mountain alignment. 
The first commissioner of the WAC 
had very few problems easing into the 
job. Paul Brechler had been commis-
sioner of the Skyline Conferenece since 
1960 and just changed the name of the 
league on the office door in Denver, 
which still is the location of the con-
ference headquarters. 
In 1968, Brechler left the WAC to 
become athletic director at California 
and was followed ~ Wiles Hallock, 
former public relations director of the 
NCAA. Hallock's reign as commissioner 
came at the same time the WAC expand-
ed to an eight team league. 
Colorado State and Texas-El Paso 
joined the ranks officially in 1967 but 
did not compete for WAC titles until the 
1968-69 season, 1969-70 for basketball. 
The next maj'or change in the WAC 
occurred in 1971 when Stan Bates 
became the third commissioner of the 
league after a 17-year tenure as ~thletic 
director at Washington State U'niversi-
ty. 
Bates still is on the scene and is 
guiding the WAC through another tran; 
sition in its short history. In 1976, 
Arizona and Arizona State announced 
their intentions to join the Pacific-8, 
leaving the WAC with a major regroup-
ing chore. 
Shortly thereafter, the WAC 
Presidents ' Council considered the ap-
plications of 10 universitys and voted to 
adopt a three-pronged approach to con-
ference expansion. 
San Diego State was admitted to the 
WAC in April, 1977, for competition 
beginning with the 1978-79 academic 
year. Hawaii and UNL V were given 
criteria to meet with deadline dates. 
Smce that time, the WAC 
Presidents ' Council voted in September, 
1978, to admit the University of Hawaii 
beginning this past July 1. UNLV's con-
ference application still is finding final 
action by the Presidents ' Council, but 
the group initially gave us until July 1, 
1980 to satisfy the criteria for admis-
sion. 
The Presidents' Council can vote on 
the UNL V application anytime after the 
school has met the criteria which includ-
ed expansion of the football stadium, 
plans and action on a larger basketball 
facility, and proper standing with the 
NCAA. 
The Las Vegas Silver Bowl has been 
expanded to 32,000 seats, the architects 
are designing an 18,000-seat on-campus 
basketball arena, and we came off proba-
tion in August. 
"We serve Real Estate needs" 
-----JAC~ E 0 R MATTHEVV'S & CO. A L T s 
'' ,, Nevadas' Largest Real Estate Staff 
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Maceachern; Hank Resnick-Prestige 
Cleaners; Donald W. Reynolds Founda-
tion. 
Dr. Leonard Rhodes; David Rice-The 
Rice Paddy; Mr. & Mrs. 
Gary Ridgeway; Hon Rieger-Ronco 
Media; Richard & Aldeane Ries; 
George & Denise Rios; Dr. 
Dan Ripplinger; Mr. & Mrs. Paul 
Ritenour; Lyle Rivera; Riviera Hotel; 
Dr. W. V., Roberson, Jr.; Jim Roberts & 
Don Kroll; Roberts Realty; Roberts 
Roof & Floor; J . E. & Maxine 
Robichaud; Carl Robinson; Nate Robin-
son; Richard Robles; Joe Rockwell; 
James Rogers; Terry 
Rogers; Lawrence Rogge; Sig Rogich; 
Ted Rogich; William Rohnkohl; Dr. 
Joseph Rojas; Rader Rollins-Statewide 
Lighting; Dr. 
Donald Romeo; Thomas Romersa; Ron-
now Lawn Sprinkler; Lorin Ronnow-
Clark County Wholesale. 
Rosebud Development, Inc.; Woody 
Rossum; Royal Inn-Mike Gaughan; 
Royal Inn-Frank Toti; Royal Reserva-
tions; Bernie Roybal-Ruff 'N Reddy 
Carpet Cleaners; James Rozzi; Marvin 
Rubin; Harry Rubinson; Barbara Rug-
geroli; Dr. & Mrs. Charles Ruggeroli; 
Harry Ruggeroli ; Howard 
Ruppre '-Hoffmeister Cabinets; 
Ray Russell; Skip Russell; Mr. 
& Mrs. W. E. Ruston; Rusty 's Bail 
Bonds-Rusty D 'Anna ; Robert L . 
Ruymann; C. L. Ryan; R. Ryan; Dr. 
Terry Ryan; Sahara Ave. Saloon; Sahara 
Nevada Foundation; Sahara Rancho 
Pharmacy-Harvey Riceberg; Fidel 
Salazar; Nicky Salon; Mr. & Mrs. Lou 
Sanchez; Dr. David Sandquist; Gordon 
Sarret. 
Elliott & Kristina Sattler; Dr. Michael 
Sawaya; Dr. Joseph Scalley; Ron 
Scarlett; William Schaefer; Dr. William 
Scheer; Barbara Schick; Henry P. 
Schlacks; Daniel&Mary Jane Schmidt: 
Larry Schmitt; Stephen Schneider; 
Sigfried Schneiderman; Bob Schnider 
Insurance; Dave Schulman; Schulman 
Meat Co.; Dave & Linda S~ humacher; 
Jack P. Schwartz; Scissors of Camelot; 
Bill & Nancy Scobie; Elizabeth W. Scott; 
Lorin Scott; Dr. Richard Scott; Dr. & 
Mrs. Armand Scully; Dan Seaton; Pat 
Sedillo; Dr. Marv Sedway; Jerry Seiler; 
Dr. Anthony Serfustini; Seven-Eleven 
Stores; Buzz Shafer; Jerry Shafer; Len-
ny Shafer; Dr. Joseph Shalev; J . D. 
Sharp, Jr.; Dave Shay. 
Roy Sheldon; Dr. 0. W. 
Shelksohn; Gary Shelton; Dr. John 
Shepherd; Parvin E. Shepperson; Jean & 
Jack Sherwood; Jim Shetakis-Shetakis 
Wholesalers, Inc. ; Dr. Robert A. Shiroff; 
Shope Roofing Co.; Showboat Hotel; 
Chester L. Shugart; Sierra Construction 
Co.-C. Kitty Rodman; Mrs. Marvin 
Sillman; Gary E. Silva; Olivia Silvagni; 
Al & Maxine Silver; Dr. 
Ray Simister; Mr. & Mrs. Marvin 
Simon; Peter Simon; Dr. Richard Singer; 
Skaggs; Jerry & Judy Skinner; Skinny 
Dugan's Pub; Walt Skochenko's 66; An-
dy A. Skurski Realty; Virgil Slade; Mike 
Sloan; William E . Slocum, Jr.; Slots-A-
Fun; Dudley Smith; Edward D. Smith & 
Associates; Edward T. Smith; Roy E. 
Smith. 
Paul Smitley Construction; Dr. 
Charles Snavely; Jerome F. Snyder; 
Tom Snyder; Somerset Shopping 
Center; Sons of Erin; Mr. & Mrs. Carlton 
Soong; Southern Nevada Mortgage 
Bankers Association; Southern Wine & 
Spirits of Nevada; Southwest Heart 
Associates; Doug Spavin; Bob Sperling; 
Al Spino; Clyde Spitze; Dr. Gerald 
continued on page 66 
LAS VEGAS-TONOPAH-RENO STAGE LINES, INC. 
AMERICAN SIGHTSEEING 
LAS VEGAS -RENO -LAKE TAHOE- PHOENIX 
THE WEST'S NO. 1 - CROSS COUNTRY TOURING AND CHARTER MOTOR COACH CARRIER 
OFFERING 
LOCAL MOTOR COACH CHARTERS 
INTERSTATE MOTOR COACH CHARTERS 
LOCAL TOUR S 
INTERSTATE TOURS 
AIRPORT PER CAPITA TRANSFERS 
COMPLETE ARRANGEMENTS : 
Hotel s/ Motels 
Entran ce Fees 
Pro-Football T1 c kets 
Majo r League Basebal l T1 c kets 
F1 shmg Excu rs1ons 
·weste rn Cookou ts 
PACf<AGE TOUR S: 
D1sncyland/Knott"s Berry Farm 
Grand Canyon 
Utah Park s 
Hoove r Dam 
London Br1dge 
San D1ego 
Lo s Angeles/Hollywood 
Snn Fr anc1sco/ Yosem1t e 
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OFFICES 
LAS VEGAS 
101 N. Mo1avc Road 
(702) 384-1 230 
REN O 
11 55 Glendale Road 
(70/) 358·9666 
PHOENIX 
1 4 JO E Ve1n Bu ren 
(60 2! 252·492 1 
MEMBERS 
Sunrise Hospital 
Medical Center 
3186 South Maryland Parkway 731-8000 
U.S. HOME 
BUILDS HOMES 
PEOPLE MOVE UP TO 
AGAIN & AGAIN 
U.S. Home Corporation is the 
Nation's Largest Homebuilder. 
Here in Las Vegas, U.S. Home's 
reputation for excellence and 
quality in home construction 
is evidenced by the popular 
new home communities of 
Rainbow West, Desert 
Shadows, El Dorado and 
Green Valley Village. 
Coming soon, Viewpointe 
and Summerfield. 
Many of our homebuyers 
have lived in a U.S. Home 
before. Whether they move 
to Las Vegas from another 
city, or just need more room 
for family and entertaining, 
people come back to 
U.S. Home. 
For information call 739-6722 
today. You'll be glad you did. 
(US·HOm~] 
F.H.A .. V.A . and Conve ntiona l (inancing avai lable 
r-----------------------, 
1 Director ot Soles-u.s. Home Corp. [ US· HOme· ]' 
1 1455 E. Troptcono Blvd. • 350 . . 1 
1 los Vegas. NV 89109 1 
1 Areoldesireis ------ 1 
1 Price range I desire isS _ 1 
1 Nome___ I 
1 Address _ I 
1 (ST!eel) 1 Q 1 Apt • __ Ctty I G) 1 State Ztp ___ 1 = IPhoneC ) - 1 
__ _, ...... " L---~~~~)---------------....1 f~~ 
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GARTH 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
G 
I 
A 
Vince Garth, Sr. 
Vince Garth, Jr. 
Phil Garth 
AUTO 
HOMEOWNER 
LIFE 
COMMERCIAL 
BONDS 
TRUCKS 
We invite you to compare our low rates. 
We are specialists in covering new and existing businesses. 
We want to work for you - Call Us. 
600 South 6th Street 384-4873 
WHO SELLS REAL ESTATE 
TO THE .. . 
Canadians ... French ... lsraelis ... 
Lebanese ... Japanese ... Kuwatians ... 
Saudi Arabians ... 
WE DO! 
Our Co-op Offices: Miles/Kaye-Canada, 
Norman Kaye-Kuwait , Union Lloyd-Israel , 
Norman Kaye-Saudi Arabia 
AS OF JULY 1, 1979 All of our listings in our 
Las Vegas offices go overseas & to Canada 
(including our Japanese investors). 
Call one of our representatives today 
to find out about our exciting program. 
WHO LOVES THE REBELS ... 
WE DO! 
Norman Kaye-Real Estate Co. 
4813 Paradise Rd. 
736-3262 or 870-5136 
SAHARA 
REALTORS 
The Sign Of Confidence 
1095 E. Sahara Ave. 733-1000 
QUALITY: Furniture, Draperies, Carpet, Wallpaper 
BRENNAN'S 
Ltd. (702) 731 -2001 
2770 EAST FLAMINGO ROAD 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89121 
McCANDLESS INTERNATIONAL 
TRUCKS, INC. 
4838 S. Industrial Road • las Vegas. Nevada 89103 
(702) 736-6176 
GOOD LUCK REBELS ! 
CAL-NEVA 
PRODUCE CO. 
3554 PROCYON AVE. 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
PHONE 
876-5773 
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Valley Hospital 
~T' 
Medical Center 
Q,CL~~~ 
24 HOUR 
EMERGENCY SERVICE 
MEDICAL PEDIATRICS 
SURGICAL PSYCHIATRY 
385-3011 
620 Shadow Lane Las Vegas, Nevada 
(2 blocks north of W. Charleston) 
Other Rebel Head Coaehes 
FRED ALBRECHT 
M en's T ennis 
VINCE HART 
Soccer 
DAN AYALA 
Women's Baske tball 
TONY KNAP 
Football 
GENA BORDA 
Women's Volleyball / 
Softball 
TINA KUNZER 
Women's Tennis 
Being Number One Is 
More Than Just A Slogan 
• Most branches statewide 
• Largest Assets of any Savings 
Association in the State 
• Most free services 
.. ___ • Most hours open to the publ ic 
• TeleTran Money Management 
Service 
• " We Do More" 
4-year Certificate 
• Courteous, efficient personnel 
• Money Market Certificates 
( FW I First Western ~~!!95 
~· HOME OFFICE: 118 Las Vegas Blvd South . La s Veg as . Nevada 385-1911 
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/ 
FRED DALLIMORE 
Baseball 
AL MC DANIELS 
Men'& Women's Track 
CHUB DRAKULICH 
Golf 
WE SLEY MOCK 
Swimming 
DENl\'1S FINFROCK 
Wrestling 
BONNIE RANNALD 
Women's Cross Coun t ry 
COMMERCIAL 
REAL ESTATE 
BROK~RS Real~~ 
Corporation 
SPECIALISTS IN : 
SHOPPING CENTERS 
OFFICE BU ILDINGS 
LEASING & MANAGEMENT 
• • 
FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
HOTEL RETAIL SPACE 
• • 
SHOPPING CENTER DEVELOPMENT 
\732-3138\ 
1850 E. SAHARA - SUITE 100 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
The Las Vegas Convention Center 
Home of the Runnin' Rebels 
Las Vegas Convention Center ... Home of UNLV Basketball 
UNLV plays all of its home games on one of the finest hard-
wood court arenas in the country - the 6 ,380seat Las Vegas Con-
vention Center rotunda. Capacity crowds cheer the Rebels in com-
fort in theater-type cushioned seats. Ampl e parking is available at 
the conveniently located facility, one mile east of the fabled Las 
Vegas " Strip." 
Rather homey with its limited seating capacity, UNLV enjoys 
playing in its home facility and established an all-time record by 
winning 72 straight games before being defeated by the University 
Fine Quality For Over A Quarter Century 
WMK 
TRANSIT MIX 
BUILDERS PRODUCTS 
WMK TRANSIT MIX 
Ready Mix 
Phone 876-1933 
WMK BUILDERS PRODUCTS 
Phone 565-9751 
Sand & Gravel 
Phone 871-5450 
GENERAL OFFICES 
3800 E. Cheyenne Rd. 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89110 
643-6550 
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of New Mexico on Jan. 7, 1978 by a 102-98 score. Under head 
coach Jerry Tarkanian, the Runnin ' Rebels have raced up and 
down the court for an impressive 99-7 record in the Convention 
Center the past fsix ! seasons against regular NCAA competition . 
This year, UNLV will play 17 games in the boisterous facility . 
The sign hanging ominiously over tbe rotunda floor reads, 
" Welcome to Tark's Shark Tank." It would more appropriately 
read, " Enter at your own risk. " After the swirling of the multi-
colored spotlights in the darkened arena to herald the introduction 
of the local favorites, the fireworks really begin . It is the Conven-
tion Center were the Runnin' Rebel s earned their expanded 
nickname. During the 1974-75, 1975-76, and 1976-77 seasons, the 
Runnin' Rebels, Gunnin' Rebels did not lose a home game. In 
1976-77, UNLV played 19 home games, scoring 2,109 points for an 
average of 111 .0 per game. The fast-moving fleet-footed eagles of 
the hardwood soared to 100 or more points in 16 of those 19 games 
and in a pre-season exhibition game against the National Team of 
the Republic of China, UNLV actually pumped in 174 points in a 
40-minute game. 
Like its' renown counterparts on the " Strip", the Convention 
Center " Showroom" has been virtually SOLD OUT for the past five 
years, with only very limited seating available for but a few games. 
Producing the elaborate light shows during pre-game 
ceremonies again this season is long-time Rebel supporter, Art 
Rader. 
Some visiting coaches have vowed to never again return to 
the site of their most humiliating defeat Seven opponents have ac-
tually left Las Vegas winners over the past six years. 
All visitors have left " Tark's Shark Tank" knowing they have 
just experienced something that will remain with them the rest of 
their lives . 
OLD FASHIONED 
HAMBURGERS. 
7 CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS [5~ 
--
KVBC 
': .. And You 
Thought That 
All Real Estate 
Companies 
Were1be 
Same:' 
REALTORs -
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TO THE BEST· 
BEST WISHES 
POP'S OASIS 
Jean, Nevada 
PEPPina's DEli 
JAMES BALESTRERE 
2215 EAST LAKE MEAD BLVD. 
649-4123 
4813 SOUTH PARADISE ROAD 
736-0531 
WHOLESALE PLUMBING & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES 
Paul /I . S mith 
PRESIDENT 
IDEAL SUPPLY CO ., INC. 
720 WEST MESQUITE 
LAS VE(;AS, NEVADA 89106 
PHONE 
384-7557 
DOT'S FLOWER SHOP 
111~ae o~ 
DEMANDS THE FINEST 
Ewerythiar in Flowers ConYention Headquarters 
FRED & DONNA MIDDENDORF Ownen 
Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Sundays 10 A.M. to 1 P.M. 
382-7511 
Ill LAS VEGAS ILVD. SO. LAS VEGAS 
GUll ..cuck ~ R~ bM Yr4 / n ~~~m~Mbu£ ~~~ ---~~· -A ~-"\ <& 
REALTOR" 
1223 Maryland Parkway Phone: (702)384 -5232 
Serving all your Food 
and Beverage needs 
at the 
Las Vegas Convention Center 
A subsidiary of ARA Services 
-
SCHOLARSHIP DONOR & REBEL BOOSTER 
'BEST INS~HI SUN ' 
MAX N. HARDE N 
CRAIG HARDEN 
385-7305 
HARDEN INSURANCE AGENCY 
820 SO. CASINO CENTER BLVD. LAS VEGAS, NEV. 89101 
GO! REBELS 
GO ••• 
Cfhe 
GRAY LINE 
CAll 384-1 234 
GO ••• 
lAS VECAS TRANSIT 
SYSTEM, INC. 
CAll384-345Q 
RUN 'M OUT REBELS ...... NEXT YEAR WAC 'M 
Durable~ 
c .:O£~-, (,.~~.j 
"\Yelcome to the Good Life" 
Communities of Beautiful 
Xew Homes That Pride Built 
Nev. License 9849A 
60 
1\~ncho Uonlto FA>htter. 
~ncho Sereno 
llacienda.-. de Peco~ 
\'ilia.-. de PectK 
\'ilia del t•rado 
\'JIIa llonlta Ck-.te 
\ ' JIIa Uonita ~tater. 
J•ectK t~tah .. ,-.. 
@ Equal Housing Opportunities 
Some Visiting Rebel Roundu~ 
-PlaJLers to Watch 
JOHN STROEDER 
Montana 
AL WILLIAMS 
North Texas State 
61 
RYNNWRIGHT 
Texas A & M 
VERNON SMITH 
Texas A & M 
lheGreens Rancho Lifestyle Timberline 
$87,500 Las Vegas $85,900 $54,900 
878-9444 $88,500 456-4740 647-1094 
Decatur 648-7457 Flamingo at Smoke Ranch at Washington Mountain Vista at Maverick Smoke Ranch 
at Michael Way A Plaster-Becker 
A Plaster Development Development 
All Becker projects have the H.O.W. 1 0 year home owner's protection plan. 
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Group 
1200 E. Foremaster Lane 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
642-1999 
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REBEL REPORT 
1979-80 Statistics 
RECORD: W 3 L 1 (Home: 2-1; Away: 1-0; Neutral: 0-0) 
PLAYER G FGM-FGA PCT FTM-FTA PCT REB AVE PF-FO TP AVE HI A 
SIDNEY GREEN 4 29-56 .518 10-12 .833 57 14.3 13-0 68 17.0 25 5 
RICHARD BOX 4 28-52 .539 5 . 8 .625 35 8.8 12-1 61 15.3 25 10 
MICHAEL BURNS 4 20-40 .500 14-17 .824 18 4 .5 12-0 54 13.5 15 10 
BILLY HUNGRECKER 4 15-40 .375 8- 9 .889 10 2.5 8 .0 38 9.5 18 3 
LARRY ANDERSON 4 14-37 .378 5- 8 .625 13 3 .3 33 33 8.3 14 0 
MICHAEL JOHNSON 4 9-15 .600 2- 3 .667 11 2.8 6-0 20 5.0 10 0 
FLINTIE WILLIAMS 4 8-21 .381 1- 2 .500 5 1.3 10-0 17 4.3 6 29 
MICHAEL LOYD 4 5-12 .417 4- 4 1.000 4 1.0 8.8 14 3.5 8 13 
BILLY CUNNINGHAM 2 1- 1 1.000 0- 0 .000 1 .5 0-0 2 1.0 2 0 
ED PAWLAK 1 0- 0 .000 0- 0 .000 1 1.0 1-0 0 0 0 
(TEAM REBOUNDS) 15 
UNLV 4 129-274 .471 49-63 .778 170 42.5 75-1 307 76.8 89 69 
OPPONENTS 4 118-265 .445 44-70 .629 162 40.5 56-1 280 70.0 77 57 
MINUTES PLAYED: TEAM (800)-Box (138) , Green (135) , Williams (124), Burns (118) , Hungrecker (100) , Anderson (100), Loyd (42) , Johnson (37) , 
Cunningham (4), Pawlak (2) . 
TURNOVERS: TEAM (65)-Burns (16) , Green (13) , Anderson (10), Williams (7) , Johnson (5) , Hungrecker (4) , Loyd (6) , Box (3) , Pawlak (1) . OPPONENTS 
(69) UNLV ave-16.3, OPP ave-17.3. 
STEALS: TEAM (17)-Williams (4), Box (3) , Hungrecker (3) , Burns (3) , Anderson (2) , Green (1), Loyd (1) . OPPONENTS (13) UNLV ave-4.3 OPP 
ave-3.3. 
WHERE EVERY FANTASY 
COMES TRUE 
<A~SARS PALA<~ 
LAS VfGAS 
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SLOT MACHINE 
ROUTE OPERATORS 
329-1641 
2505 E. 2nd 
RENO, NEV. 
I 384-588o I 
1823 WESTERN 
LAS VEGAS, NEV. 
One Good Sport 
Deserves Another 
RonVitto 
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USS FISH 'N CHIPS 
"OUR FISH CATCH PEOPLE" 
Save $1.00 
2 Fish 'N Chips Dinners- reg. $4.18 
Only $3.18 with coupon 
Call ahead.for instant pick-up 
734-8891 
Open daily 11:00 am - 10:00 pm 
Good only at 
1168 E. TWAIN AT MARYLAND PKWY. 
• Limit 1 coupon per family- offer ends March 10, 1979 
••...................................•............ ~ 
ASPHALT PAVING-GRADI 
Special izi ng In 
• DRIVEWAYS•PARKING LOTS 
• PATCHING • SEAL COATS 
B. PETERSEN 
Con.tf1w.t.f.iM. &. 
. CONTRS. LIC. NO. 1991 
!648-4242 1 
BEST WISHES REBELS 
B 
LIEN SERVICES 
ED FLEMING 
£ KEN FLEMING 932 CASINO CTR. L.V.N. 89101 
382-3622 
AIRKEM / AIRWICK 
vt-n. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
1979-80 UNL V Athletic Donors 
continued from page 51, 
Sprague; Gordon Sprague; Ron Spratt; 
Gary Spring; Dr. Michael Stafford; Ron 
Stanley; Mr. & Mrs. Irving Star; Star-
dust Hotel; Thomas M. Stark; Statewide 
Fire Protection, Inc. ; Steel, Inc.-Stan 
Johnson; Stephen Stein; Jerome 
Steinberg; Dr. & Mrs. Leon Steinberg; 
Bob Stella, Jr. ; Dr. William K. Stephan; 
Dr. Edward Stevens; David Stevenson 
& Dennis Tate; Dixon Stewart & Larry 
Mohler; Mike Stirling. 
Richard Stites; Mort Stone; Larry 
Stout's Chevron: Louis Stowell; Strat-
ton Electric, Inc.; Glenn R. Straub Foun-
dation; Dr. Murton Strirnling; Strip 
Drug-Irv Carlson; Marvin Strusser; 
Paul Stutzman; J. Emmett Sullivan; 
John Sullivan; Sunrise Hospital; 
Superior Tire, Inc.; Mr. & Mrs. James 
Sutton; George Swarts; John & Laura 
Swift; Dr. Neil Swissman; Leo Tafolla; 
Eva Tallon; Richard Tam Enterprises; 
Dr. Larry J . Tarno; Taylor Construction 
Co. Dr. & Mrs. Phillip H. Taylor; Major 
General R. G. Taylor; Teamsters Local 
No. 995; Charlie Teel; Tony Tegano; Mr. 
& Mrs. Don Tell; Hugh Templeton; Ar-
thur Texel; Lynn Thiriot-Steelwood Con-
struction Co.; Art Thomas; Sandy 
Thomas; Charles E. Thompson; Douglas 
COCKTAILS SLOTS 
Thompson; Frank Thompson; Judge J . 
Charles Thompson; James & Dorothy 
Thompson; Jim Thompson. 
Lyle E. Thompson; Preston Thomp-
son: Dick Thompson 's Home Realty; 
Doug Thurgood; Merlin Thurgood; Ron 
Thurgood; Steven Thurgood; Tiberti 
Construction Co.; Mrs. Lorene Timm-
Silver Slots; Title Insurance & Trust 
Co.; Bill Titus-Garehime Music Co.; Paul 
K. Titus, Jr.; John & Candy Tobin; Jack 
Tobler; In Memory of 
John Tomblin;Toto Purchasing & Supp-
ly Co.; Transportation Unlimited; 
Travel, Inc. ; Tropicana Industrial Park; 
Charlie Troutman; Kirby Trumbo & Vic-
tor Vincent-Townhouse Motor Lodge; 
Dr. Glenn Tueller; Tom Turner-Jack 
Miller & Associates; Michael R. Turpen; 
u~r. Union Plaza 
Hotel; United Airlines; United Coin 
Machine Co.; W. R. Urga; VIP Realty-
Jay Pennington ; VTN -Nevada 
Engineers-Dave Weir; Valley Bank of 
Nevada; Valley Hospital; Valley School 
of Gaming; Hugh & Mona Van Gorder. 
Walter Van Oostendorp; Larry Van 
Sickle-Nevada Drug Co. ; Norman L. 
Vance; Jere Vanek; Van 's Builders Sup-
PKG . LIQUOR 
ply, Inc. ; Robert Vaughn; Ronnie Vause; 
Vegas General Construction Co.; Vegas 
Paint; 
Vegas Village Beauty Salon; 
Sophie Venti-Landmark & Marina Beau-
ty Salons; Joe Vertuli; Villa D ' Este; 
Larry Villnow; Dr. Charles Vinnik; Alan 
Vitkus; Viva Zapata; Viva Zapata-
Spanish Oaks; Allen D. Vogel Insurance 
Agency; Ed Von Tobel, Jr.; Jeanne Von 
Tobel; Joe Vranesh-Stewart 's Market; 
WMK Tran-
sit Mix; Jim Wade; Dr. Garry Waite; 
John Walker; Lee Walker; G. C. Wallace 
Consulting Engineers. 
Walt & Bill 's Rapid Printing Service; 
Ward & Ward Contractors; 
Eugene Warner; Phil Warner; Barry 
Wasden; & Don Harris-Hallmark in the 
Boulevard; Dr. David Wasserman; 
Watkins Development Corporation; 
Gary Wattenbarger; Ed Weinstein; Paul 
Weintraub; Don Welcher-Stadium 
Saloon; Bob & Grace Weld; George & 
Debra Weller; Richard & Pauline Weller; 
David F. Wells; Wells Cargo; Eli Welt; 
Gerald Welt; Charles A. Wendelboe; 
Chuck Wenner; W. Dale West; Western 
Airlines; Western Cigar of Las Vegas; 
Western Fire Prevention Co.; Western 
continued on page 70 
• WOMEN'S SHOES 
• HANDBAGS 
• HOSIERY 
VEGAS, INC. 
2365 E. BONANZA - 384-7260 
GO REBELS! 
House of 
OOIJs , 
ALADDIN HOTEL &ahS• 
739-6043 
& 
THE MEADOWS 
870-2078 
GIFTS AND IMPORTS 
66 
3353 So. Highland Drive 
Suite 505 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
o NORMAN KAPLAN 
• THOMAS BELL 
• LLOYD BELL 
Sizes 1 - 13 
• CAI:SAIIIIS PALAC~ 
• MGM GilliAND HDTI:L 
•SAHAIIIIA 
• SANDS 
10% DISCOUNT WITH 
UNLV IDENTIFICATION 
Bonl' ' \ ltUation 
!for second thtow drop one ilr rr.) 
5 Stop clock 
for bul 
· ...... & 
use o f ha11d 
- follows S•gnal 5 
Holding -
follows S•gnal 5 
For free throw violation: For badtet interference: 
UM Sitnah 2a~ 18 Use Sifn.lls 16 or 14 and 6 
Fine Dining at 
Realistic Prices. 
- Enjoy Hugo's distinctive 
\ touch in the service 
and preparation of 
your luncheon or dinner. 
Don~ miss Hugo'S Salad Bar 
and our Soft Ice Cream Sundaes. 
FREE VALET PARKING AT DINNER TIME 
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Home of 
Nationally 
Advertised 
Brands. 
HENDERSON 
~ 
MENS SHOP 
\565-6421\ 
c:Ron Pu'l.J!J 
SCRAP MITALS 
6111 VI&U VAUIY DL 
LAS VIGAI. MIVADA "1U 
385-4474 
WESTERN CIGAR 
OF LAS VEGAS 
"Nevada Owned and Operated" 
1400 Industrial Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
CIGAR~ • CIGARETTES • TOBACCO • CANDY 
TIMEX • WESTCLOX • KODAK 
George E. Gleed 
President 
REBEL BOOSTERS 
M. Douglas Thompson 
Vice President 
(702) 382 -5506 
Lie . •10426 D 
3020 Builders Avenue 
Las V egu, Nv 8910 I 
Good Luck Rebels, 
keep nailing down the opposition 
2325 Western Avenue 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
L. WAYNE KING 
(702) 382-6534 
BEST WISHES REBELS 
rr:Amnfdc 
ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. 
2330 Industrial Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89114 (702) 384-6363 
N 
A y 
NAY MECHANICAL INC. 
MECHANICAL 
CONTRACTOR 
4"1 740 5 . VALl FY V I SW 
L AS VEGI\S . NEVADA U'Jl03 
1702 1 7 3 9 - 6757 
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' BEST WISHES REBELS 
WriOLESALE HARDWARE • BUILDERS HARDWARE 
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES • GARDEN SUPPLIES 
800 Commerce Stree t 
LAS VEGAS , NEVA DA Phone 384 -8779 
HOME OF THE GIANT SHRIMP COCKTAIL- 50d 
The Number 1 Spot 
at One Fremont Street 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
DIU Daley Ha•onry9 In.::. 
4608 Paradise Road, Suite #5 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89109 
Phone: 735-8377 
~~ EC3c.C3 
Energy Measurements Group 
AN EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOYER 
1979-80 UNL V Cheerleaders 
A 
COMPLETE LINE 
OF INDUSTRIAL AND 
CONSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMENT. 
IVERSIFIED 
EQUIPMENT SALES CORP. 
2771 SOUTH INDUSTRIAL ROAD • LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89109 
(702) 737-7 440 
LYNN P. LULL- GENERAL MANAGER 
LARRY BUTLER- OPERATIONS MANAGER 
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WHY OWN IT ... 
WHEN YOU CAN 
RENT IT! 
ONE CALL 
DOES IT ALL 
731-1122 
BAT RENTALS INC. 
2771 SOUTH INDUSTRIAL ROAD • LAS VEGAS. NEVADA 89109 
LYNN P. LULL 
GENERAL MANAGER 
1979-80 UNL V Athletic Donors 
continued from page 66 
Linen Rental; Dan Westlund; Bud Whip-
ple; Pete White Concrete; Randy 
Whiteman; George Whitney-Bongberg 
Whitney Electric Co.; Lloyd Whitney; 
Earl Whittaker; Whittlesea Blue Cab 
Co.; Wholesale Builders Supply; Wiener, 
Goldwater & Waldman; M. J. Wiens, Jr. 
Ted Wiens; Wiesner Investment Co. ; 
Stan Wiggins; 
Kurt Wilcox; William Wilgus; 
Dr. Daniel Wilkes; Walt Wilkes & Mar-
shall Deutsch; Bridget & Jeff Williams; 
Dr. Robert 
Allstate Rent-A-Car; Dr. Allen Anes; 
Dennis Bassett; D.R. Borlase, Borlase 
Plumbing Co.; Richard Bunker; Dr. 
David Christensen ; Cooke and 
Kerzetski Construction Co.; Larry 
Driskill; Larry Gilmore; Michael & 
Marilyn Grabowsky ; Import Air 
Williams; Lee Williamson; Allyn Wilson; 
Art & Lillian Wilson-Tropic Air Condi-
tioning, Inc.; Dean Wilson-Imperial 
Mortgage Co.; Gray Wilson; Leonard A. 
Wilson; Mike Wilson; Dr. Roger Wilson; 
Dr. William Wilson; Paul & Norma 
Winard; John Wino-Bunkers Eden Vale; 
Ted & Cyn Winzer; Roger Wirth; Bob 
Wiseman; Lee & Mike Wofford; James & 
Sharon Wolfram; Mel W olzinger; 
Wonder World Travel; Brent Wood; Don 
Wood; Bruce Woodbury; Woodruff 
Urological Clinic; James R. Woods; Roy 
Woofter; Work Clothes Rental. 
ADDITIONS 
Conditioning; Craig Lake; ' 1r. & Mrs. 
Jay Larsen; Las Vegas Racquetball 
Club; Jerry Meyne; Sonny Morris. 
Robert K. Moses, Jr.; Maxine A. Mott; 
Norman E . Mott; Bob Pahor, Pahor Air 
Conditioning Service; Pat's Wholesale 
Dick Worthen; Robert Worthen, Jr.; 
Worthen Trucking Co.; Paul Wucinich; 
C. D. Wyatt; Gary Yates; Robert 
Ybarra; Dr. & Mrs. Art Yoshida; Mr. & 
Mrs. Donald Young ; George 
Younghans; Jim & Nancy Younghans; 
John E . Yoxen; Mrs. Kenneth Zahn & 
Loretta Zahn; Dave Zderic; Dr. Wayne 
Zeiger; Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Zepeda; 
Paul Zesblum; Zick & Sharp Architects; 
Lee & Karen Ziegler; Don Zimmer-Air 
Filter Service; Mr. & Mrs. Gerry Zobrist; 
Zuni Construction Co. , Inc.; Andrew P. 
Zygmont; John Zygmont. 
Supply; Joe Pohorsky; Bob Rhine, L&R 
Construction; Larry Rickdall & Thomas 
E . Shulman; Mr. & Mrs. Don Romano, 
Don Romano Realty, Inc.; Mr. & Mrs. 
Chester Schiffman; Barry Sloss; Fred 
Soskin; Southland Corp. & Reddy Ice; 
Superior Electric, Ken Barsy; Chuck 
Vitale; Paula Wooldridge. 
Good Luck Rebels IT'S IMPORANT TO REMODEL WITH CONFIDENCE! 
Ctu 'V~ g..J JJulrlJ,ubJrs 
200 Forernuter Lane 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101 
Lou Todd- President 
HERE'S TO A GREAT SEASON 
FOR THE REBELS 
FROM 
BERNIE BUCKLEY 
MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT 
SPONSORED BY 
TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION NO. 995 
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COnSTRUCTIOn 
734-1911 
1706 SANTA PAULA DRIVE 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89105 
GOOV .CUCK R£'B£.CS 
BOULDER AUTO PARTS 
JACK DOTY 
293- 1368 
1~00 NEv ADA H wv . • B ouLDER C ITY . N Ev. 89005 
Coin operated gaming 
& amusement 
machines 
of all types 
Operators of 
cash pay-out pinball games 
Wltoksak IJ11ildas S11ppl11 Co .. /lu. 
SPECIALIZING IN 
PRE -HUNG DOORS 
- WOOD -
- METAL -
- CUSTOM -
HARDWARE 
RESIDENTIAL & 
COMMERCIAL 
- WINDOWS -
-MILLWORK -
JOHN "BUBBA" ABERCROMBIE 
OWN ER 
5625 SO. VALLEY VIEW BLVD . 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89118 
1736-8983 .I 
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GO GET 'EM REI3ELS! 
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR 
Industrial & Commercial 
Phone: (702) 876-3516 
Western Linen 
Rental Co. 
CaesaRs Palace 
3570 Las Vegas Boc.clevaR~ Soc.ccb 
Las Vegas, Neva~a B9109 
Pbooe (70~) 733-9700 
BEST WISHES REBELS 
• 
Chicago Title Insurance Co. @ 
Seven Offices to Serve You 
428 S. Th ird St., Las Vegas 
1775 E. Tropicana, Las Vegas 1785 E. Sahara Ave., Las Vegas 
26·B Water Street, Henderson 1110 Lake Mead Blvd., N. Las Vegas 
833 Nevada Hwy., Boulder City 5720 W. Charleston, Las Vegas 
GOOD LUCK REBELS 
SILVER STATE DISPOSAL 
SERVICE, INC. 
770 E. SAHARA AVE. 735-5151 
Thanks To You It Works For Us· 
People Helping People 
(Ad at no cost to United Way) 
Best Wishes Rebels! 
Charles M. Hecht 
P RE SIOENT 739 - 6767 
LA S V E G A S DISTRIBUTING CO. 4325 ALDEBARAN AVE. 
WHO L ESA LE LI OUORS-WINE · BEER LAS VEGAS , NEVADA 
(702) 871-7000 
GOO'O .CUCJC Re'Be.CS 
5050 WEST SAHARA • LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102 
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Keep Runnin' Rebels! 
• 
fl 1979-1980 
TITLE INSURANCE 
AND TRUST 
GO REBELS! 
ANOTHER 
WINNING SEASON! 
309 S o. 3rd S t reet Las V e g a s , N e v a d a 89101 
385-5566 
(702) 385-2289 
.. ~ ..... ~ 
DAVID'S PLACE 
2127 West Charleston Reservatiol!S Please 
Stanwell Mortgage~ 
F. MICHAEL CORRIGAN 
President 
Spanish Oaks, Las Vegas 
873·3940 
UNL V S~orts Medicine Staff 
The UNLV Sports Medicine staff for 1979-80 are: (left to right): assistant men's trainer David Yugo, Shelley McLeroy, 
Head Trainer Dale Rudd, Vickie Paulus, Team Physician Dr. Gerald L. Higgins, Rhonda Myers, Martin Judd, Women's 
Trainer Jeannie Powers and Greg Suits. 
GO REBELS 
Industrial 
Steel Corp. 
3665 Industrial Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Phone 732-3405 
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MASTER POOLS 
CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION 
EXCLUSIVE 
TURBO CLEAN 
Automatic Cleaning 
System 
Nevada's Largest & Most Complete 
Selection of Spa's • Hot Tubs • Gazebo's 
EVERYTHING FOR THE POOL AND SPA 
2 Locations to serve you 
• 3661 Maryland Parkway • 735-8444 
• 4355 W. Tropicana • 873-6646 
UNLV Fight Song 
On, UNL V, Fight, 
Lifting our voices high; 
with a conquering hand of might 
We raise our banner to the sky. 
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On, UNL V, fight, 
Charging triumphantly; 
Fight, UNL V, fight 
For victory. 
Your complete Pro Shop 
for Golf, Tennis & 
Racquetball. 
4813 PARADISE ROAD, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89109 
i (702) 736-8030·(702) 739-7733 :: • 
.. 11~34-674S) 
* * GOOD LUCK REBELS! * * 
insvrance 
800 s 0 . 6th 38'1-l.Yl/ 
BEST WISHES REBELS 
tie Cotpd ~"""*~Sture ~ 
IMPERIAL CARPET 
STORE HOURS : Daily 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 5 ... Call 382-1530 
1954 South Main Street I Las Vegas, Nevada 
GOOD LUCK 
REBELS! 
4360 WEST TROPICANA 
LAS VEGAS 873-1416 
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PIONEER INN 
HOTEL & CASINO 
RF:\"0 HO:\IE OF TilE REBELS 
featuring the 
IRO:\S\\'ORD LOL':\GE & RESTALRA.:-:T 
Dl:\l.'\G and D:\ :\C I:\G 
~~1 South Virgini a 
! 1 0~ I 3~~-9 / 1 
GOOD LUCK REBELS! 
HARDY'S @TIRE STORES 
3162 Las Vegas Blvd. North 
North Las Vegas 
ELDON HARDY 
13 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 
3681 Maryland Pa rkway 
1221 E. Sahara 
22 E. Oakey 
3830 W. Sahara 
3459 S. Jones 
232 N. Jones 
4962 S. Eastern 
3750 E. Flamingo 
350 N. Nellis Blvd. 
574 N. Eastern 
6115 W. Tropicana 
850 S. Rancho Drive 
2021 Civic Center Dr. North Las Vegas 
643-3504 
SALE~Rg~o~ TV 
WE SERVICE ALL MAKES 
"71111TH 
~ e 
9 ~9 P. M. DAILY · 9 -6 SAT . 
"SAVE ABOUT A THIRD" 
Self Service Furniture Inc. 
WESTLAND MALL SHOPPING CE-NTER 
446!5 W. CHARLESTON BLVD. 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
FREE DELIVERY PHONE 878·2107 
ADVENTURE TRAVEL, INC. 
4630 W. Charleston 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Denny Ball 
Our people 
878-7557 
L'-. bring you 
,., Albe~ons back. 
QR'RG 
-..-1111111!!!!1•- 1~spo~;::. 
LAS VEGAS. NEVADA 89106 
Trenapotflno People Ia our Business (702) 385-1388 
7 6 
WE'RE BEHIND 
YOU REBELS! 
DICK URBAUER"S 
on de rosa 
V &: APPLIANCE 
WHERE QUALITY PRODUCTS 
ARE AT AFFORDABLE PRICES 
382-7644 
24 HR. EMERGENCY SERVICE 
BOARD UP & GLASS 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL GLAZING 
I 734-9771 I 
2735 S. INDUSTRIAL RD. 
(Behind Circus Circus Hotel) 
SINCE 1969 
345 N. EASTERN 
LEADED 
ART GLASS 
AUTO GLASS & STAINED GLASS 
I 3&4-0997 I 
1601 S. MAIN ST. 
(Corner Main & Wyoming) 
GOOD LUCK REBELS 
NEVADA BAKING CO. 
299 WEST CHARLESTON BLVD. 
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102 
384-8950 
(kolsunTI Baked in Las Vegas "Hours Fresher" 
Your own telephone. 
Buy it from Centel ond it's 
oil youB. You not only get 
a wider selection to choo• 
from - you also - on 
both installation and 
monthly •rvice charges. 
Visit your nurest Centel 
office today I 
UNL V Doctors 
DR. GERALD HIGGINS 
Team Physicia n 
OK. KEN FOX 
General Physician 
OK. H A KRY J . McKI NNON DR. JAM ES W. OG ILV I E 
Student Health Cent.er Ort hopaedic Surgeon 
UK. LA H.H. Y H. . H. UHH IN;; 
General Physician 
DESERT 
CONSTRUCTION 
Sales Service 
PHONE 870-5181 
A CAR FOR EVERYONE 
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1980 ''Hustlin' Rebel'' Baseball Schedule 
STAN HAWKI NS 
Pit cher 
(8-0 in 1978) 
FRED DALLIMORE 
I lead Coach 
ED CROW 
First Baseman 
(.369A\"Ein 1978) 
DATE 
Feb. 1 
Feb. 2 
Feb. 3 
Feb. 8 
Feb. 9 
Feb. 10 
Feb. 15 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 20-24 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 21 
Feb. 22 
Feb. 22 
Feb. 23 
Feb. 26 
Feb. 27 
Feb. 29 
March 1 
March 2 
March 7 
March 8 
March 9 
March 10 
March 11 
(7t h )T. / W 188-L 155) 
DAY 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Wed.-Sun. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Fri . 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
OPPONENT 
Cal State-Fullerton 
Cal State-Fullerton (2) 
Cal State-Fullerton 
Univ. of Texas-E) Paso 
Univ. of Texas-El Paso (2) 
Univ. of Texas-El Paso 
Brigham Young University (2) 
Brigham Young University (2) 
*UNLV Desert Baseball Classic 
*Northern Arizona University 
*Univ. of California-Irvine 
*University of San Diego 
*University of Nebraska 
*University of ew Mexico 
Southern Utah State College 
Southern Utah State College 
University of Colorado 
University of Colorado (2) 
University of Colorado 
University of Oklahoma 
University of Oklahoma (2) 
University of Oklahoma 
Arizona State University 
Arizona State University 
TIME 
2:30 
12:00 
12:00 
2:30 
12:00 
!O:OOam 
12:00 
12:00 
2:30 
2:30 
12:00 
2:30 
2:30 
2:30 
2:30 
2:30 
12:00 
1:00 
2:30 
12:00 
1:00 
3:00 
3:00 
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March 14 Fri. Seattle Mariners 
March 15 Sat. University of Wyoming 
March 17 Mon. Univ. of Northern Colorado 
March 18 Tues. Gonzaga University 
March 22 Sat. Boise State University 121 
March 23 Sun. Boise State University 
March 24 Mon. Boise State University 
March 25 Tues. Univ. of Southern Colorado 
March 26 Wed. Univ. of Southern Colorado 
March 28 Fri. Iowa State University 
March 29 Sat. Iowa State University 121 
March 30 Sun. Iowa State University 
April 1 Tues. at Stanford University 
April 2 Wed. at Univ. of California-Berkeley 
April 3 Thurs. at San Jose State University 
April 4 Fri. at San Jose State University 
April 5 Sat. at Univ. of Santa Clara 121 
April 6 Sun. at San Jose State University 
April 8 Tues. Lewis-Clark State College 
April 9 Wed. Lewis-Clark State College 
April 10 Thurs. Washington State Univ. (21 
April 17 Thurs. at Wichita State University 
Aprill8 Fri. at Wichita State Univ. 121 
April 19 Sat. at Wichita State University 
April 21 Mon. at Arizona State University 
April22 Tues. at Arizona State University 
April 25 Fri. New Mexico State Univ. (21 
April 26 Sat. New Mexico State Univ. (2) 
May 2 Fri . Fresno State University 
May 3 Sat. Fresno State University (2) 
May 4 Sun. Cal State-Dominguez Hills 
May 5 Mon. Cal State-Dominguez Hills 
May 9 Fri. University of Nevada, Reno 
May 10 Sat. Univ. of Nevada, Reno (2) 
May 11 Sun. University of Nevada, Reno 
HEAD COACH: Fred Da!Hmore 
ASSISTA.i'<T COACHES: Jack Pryor nnd Lonnie Keeter 
• 
2:30 
12:00 
2:00 
1:00 
12:00 
1:00 
2:30 
2:30 
2:30 
2:30 
12:00 
1:00 
2:30 
2:30 
7:00pm 
7:00pm 
12:00 
12:00 
2:30 
2:30 
12:00 
7:30pm 
2-8pm 
7:30pm 
7:00pm 
7:00pm 
12:00 
12:00 
2:30 
12:00 
3:00 
3:00 
2:30 
12:00 
1:00 
This is UNLV The next major project is a $7 million addi-tion to the James Dickinson Library, with 
completion expected in mid-1981. 
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas is a 
campus on the move. In fact, during the past 
decade it has been one of the fastest-growing 
institutions of higher learning in the country. 
In less ~han 10 years, UNL V has tripled its 
campus in size, allowing room for the univer-
sity's 65 different degree programs available 
to students, including almost two dozen at 
the master's and doctoral levels. 
Founded in 1957, UNLV has grown from a 
single one-story building in the desert to a 
green 350-li.cre campus boasting more than 
$25 million worth of new buildings that have 
gone up in just the past seven years. 
These new structures include o~e of the 
most modem teacher education facilities in 
the country, a major classroom and office 
building, a . 560-seat drama theatre, a 
physical education center complete with a 
50-meter indoor swimming pool, new 
laboratories and classrooms in the life 
sciences, and a spacious 2,000-seat concert 
hall which serves as a cultural home for the 
entire community. 
Also approved by the last state legislature 
are a new business and hotel administration 
building, a facility for the teaching of the per-
forming arts and the 18,000-seat continuing 
education and activities center that will 
serve as the new home for Runnin ' Rebel 
basketball starting in 1981. 
The university is striving for excellence in 
a diversity of graduate and undergraduate 
programs. The College of Hotel Administra-
tion, for example, ranks among the finest 
programs of its type in the U.S., and its 
graduates hold top management positions in 
hotels, restaurants and hospitals the world 
over. 
Science students and faculty conduct 
research projects in desert ecology, en-
vironmental biology and geology, taking full 
advantage of their unique southwestern 
desert setting. 
The critics have praised UNLV's award-
winning theatre department. And where else 
could music students earn credits playing 
behind the super-stars of show business on 
the Las Vegas Strip. Recently, UNLV's stu-
dent jazz ensemble was named the second 
best college jazz group in the world. 
The university has a progressive teacher 
education program, a growing nursing 
department and solid preparation in the 
social sciences, the huimanities, business and 
economics. 
UNL V also reaches out into the communi-
ty through its aggressive continuing educa-
tion division that last year enrolled 15,000 
residents--from housewives to· busines 
owners, grandparents and youngsters. 
4 GOOD REASONS 
to see your good neighbor agent 
CAR • HOME • LIFE • HEALTH 
DENNIS HODGES 
Flamingo-Sandhill Center 
3752 East Flamingo Road 
456-6791 
Like a good neighbor, 
State Farm is there. 
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES 
Home Offices: Bloomington, Winois 
INSURANCE 
@ 
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Wlwt da CtW3CJJt3 Pafau, 
flw J«GKt G'UUUL, . 
flw F · o. Hh 
cuuL flw v~ HoU£ .. 
Juwe Ut CMUttmt? 
YOUR HOSTS 
JACKIE GAUGHAN 
KENNY EPSTEIN 
FRANK TOTI 
VITO TIBERTI 
DICK CRANE 
MIKE GAUGHAN 
